Welcome to Energy Alternative’s
10th edition Design Guide and
Catalogue.
Wheather you are just curious about alternative
energy and how it works, or if you are seriously
considering joining in and becoming your own
power production company, you will nd a wealth
of information in the following pages.
The year 2002 brings many exciting changes to
the alternative energy industry. Escalating prices
of energy worldwide has seen the number of
inquiries grow exponentially. The much hyped
California energy crisis is just the tip of the
iceberg. The root of the problem is we are an
incredibly wasteful society. North Americans
use (waste?) far more power than the world
average. This problem is not going to go away
until society fundamentally shifts the way it
looks at energy.
The Greenhouse effect is no longer regarded
as extremist propaganda - rather it’s been
proven without a doubt that the inhabitants of
the world are signicantly altering the course
of the planet’s future by altering the climate.
Seemingly insignicant changes in the earth’s
temperature have the potential to affect the
planet in ways that we can only imagine.
Remember what happened to the dinosaurs?
An ice age was brought on by a temperature
change of only a few degrees.

In June 1999 Energy
Alternatives, along with
Yalakom Approriate
Technology and Taylor
Munro Energy Systems
was honored with an
Ethics in Action award
for Socially Responsible
Decision-Making

Mission Statement
Energy Alternatives is a progressive
organization providing clean,
renewable sources of energy. We
provide remote, urban and industrial
clients the means to generate their
own energy, save money, reduce
ecological impact and realize their
sustainable living goals.
We believe that by building a
sustainable company we can achieve
courageous environmental objectives
by working under the auspices of
a corporate structure. By promoting,
providing and practicing sustainable
living, we can create more jobs;
improve the quality of life while
reducing environmental impacts.
Our goals are achieved through
personalized consultation, design,
sales and installation of sustainable
living systems. As we are a small
company, we are able to take the time
to analyze customers’ requirements
and come up with an appropriate
customized solution.

I hope you enjoy our 10th Edition Design Guide and
Catalogue. Customer feedback and suggestions are
constantly considered and added to the catalogue.
This year promises to be one of the most exciting
years so far in the alternative energy business
and I look forward to helping you achieve your
goals!
Sincerely,

Kevin Pegg, President
kpegg@EnergyAlternatives.ca
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Energy Alternatives’ purpose is to facilitate
your off grid or low-impact lifestyle. Our
business is to provide cost-effective, reliable
solutions to your sustainable living needs.
We are always pleased to receive feedback
from our customers - positive or negative.
If you have suggestions as to how we can
improve our business and serve you better,
please let us know.
© 2002 Energy Alternatives
May not be reproduced in whole or part
without prior written consent.
Cartoons © Rand Holmes
This catalogue is printed on recycled,
chlorine-free paper that is made in Canada
(except cover). Certied 80% recycled
including 60% post consumer, old-growth
free paper
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Introduction to Alternatives
Solar Electric (photovoltaic), Solar Thermal, Wind
and Micro Hydro (electricity from falling water)
systems are used in tens of thousands of homes
and industries world wide. The standardization of
components and design of these systems has changed
renewable energy from an experimental hobby to a
practical alternative to fossil fuels.
As energy prices continue to soar worldwide, there
is a new found interest in renewables. In many
applications, when examined in a life-cycle costing
basis, renewables are often much cheaper than
conventional fossil-fuel based systems.
If you are to factor in true costs including the cost of
added carbon dioxide production, which contributes
to global warming, renewables become even more
appealing. As a collegue of mine pointed out, it
costs nothing to pollute. Future generations are
the ones that will have to face the consequences
of our current lifestyles.
Purchasing an independent electrical power
system is not as simple as buying a mass produced
consumer appliance. These systems often operate
in remote locations where the owner is responsible
for installation, maintenance and service. An
understanding of the equipment and how it functions
will save money and frustration.
Some of the reasons people purchase renewable
energy systems are; to become more self-reliant;
to save money; and to reduce their impact on the
environment. In locations beyond the reach of utility
power, a renewable energy system is often the
most cost effective method of generating electricity
and produces virtually no pollution. If you factor
the ecological impacts of fossil-fuel and nuclear
generated power, alternative energy is certainly
lower impact.

alternative system may be your most economic
choice (depending on the electrical requirements).
However, economics are only one reason people
have for choosing renewable energy.
3. If a large creek or stream is available, a two
or more kilowatt AC hydro generator is by far the
most cost effective choice. Streams up to a few
kilometers away from the point of use may be
economically feasible. This catalogue contains
basic information on how to assess a potential
creek. We will also conduct a site inspection of
your property for a fee.
4. If utility power or a large AC hydro power
system is not possible you must use a battery and
some form of battery charging to provide power.
Even if you are currently running a gas or diesel
generator, a battery and inverter subsystem will
save you money & provide you with AC power
on demand, 24 hours a day without having to
operate the generator constantly.
5. Once you have decided to use a battery and
inverter you must decide how you will charge your
battery. If you would like to reduce or eliminate
your reliance on a fossil fuel generator you must
invest in renewable energy.
You can have more than one charging source
- solar panels, wind generator, fossil fuel
generator & even grid power can all be used
simultaneously to charge batteries. These are
called hybrid systems.

Batteries allow you to store energy for use at
times when none is being generated. They also
allow you to store energy to meet peak loads
above the normal generated levels. The only
systems that do not require battery storage
are large (2kW or more) hydro systems with
Use the following check list to assess your situation
enough water to operate year round.
and decide which technology is the most practical at
your specic location. We will be happy to help you Inverters convert DC power stored in batteries
to standard 120/240 Volt AC power. In the
improve or rene your choices.
mid 80’s the modern solid state DC to AC
1. If you are looking for a system to reduce your inverter matured, becoming the key component
hot water consumption, please read the Solar that enables battery based renewable energy
Thermal section on Page 20. Thermal systems are
systems to compete in performance with
generally the most cost-effective for people on the
standard AC systems. Modern inverters are
grid looking to save money.
over 90% efcient, fool proof, durable and very
reliable. They are also capable of starting large,
2. If utility power will cost you more than $10,000, an
difcult motors such as table saws, washing
machines, and air compressors.
4
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System Design
Design

usually located near the power cord.
There are two primary steps to designing a
The nameplate may list the power consumption
renewable energy system:
of the device in amps instead of watts. Multiply
1. Determine how much energy must be produced to
the amps by the voltage to determine rated
meet the expected electrical loads. This is called
watts. For example, if your blender says 4.5 amps
an energy budget. (see next page)
and 120 volts AC on the back, then multiply 4.5
2. Assess the amount of energy available from
by 120. The rated watts of the blender is 540
various resources and select the right equipment
to capture available energy and store it for later
watts. Watts = Amps x Volts
use. Please see the sections on photovoltaic, wind
or micro hydro design for more details.
Loads and Operating Time
To assess the viability of large intermittent
Power Consumption
or small constant loads, the concept of load
The most important factor to consider in
vs operating time is essential. The energy
designing a power generating system is knowing
consumed by an appliance is a factor of the
the amount of power that will be consumed. It
load in watts multiplied by the run time.
is critical to know where the power is going. A
For example, operating a large load like a
poorly designed system will produce too little
microwave at 1000 watts for six minutes is
or too much power. In order to get the best value
the same as operating a 50 watt light bulb
for your money it is important to compile accurate
for two hours.
information on how the power will be used. This
is done with an energy budget.
Fine Tuning
If you use your electrical system only on
Energy Budget
weekends and holidays, your energy budget
An energy budget is used to assess the electrical
will have a much lower average daily load
loads in a residential renewable energy system.
than a full time system. The system has an
An energy budget requires you to depart from
entire week to charge in preparation for your
our traditional concept of electrical supply.
weekend holiday.
Electricity must be viewed as a nite commodity
like our, rewood, or money. An energy budget
There may be some loads you prefer to operate
is a list of all your electrical appliances and
from a generator, such as a washing machine
the energy they use.
or large power tools. These loads should not
be listed in the energy budget because they
Conservation
will not be drawing energy from your storage
You may want to prepare your energy budget
battery. Watch out for appliances that have
a few times to see if you can reduce your
built in clocks or instant-on features. These
projected energy needs. The primary method of
will continue to draw power even when you
conserving energy is by using energy efcient
think they are turned off. We call these
appliances & eliminating phantom loads. A 15
“phantom loads”.
watt compact uorescent tube will produce the
same light intensity as a 60 watt incandescent Phantom Loads
bulb. The energy you save by using the 15 watt
It has been estimated that upwards of 10% of
compact uorescent tube for three hours is
the industrialized world’s power consumption
equivalent to the daily output of one 45 watt
can be attributed to Phantom Loads - wasted
solar module. Conservation is less expensive
power.
than generation. Our ConServ and Sunfrost
refrigerator / freezers may seem expensive
Many people do not realize that many appliances
initially, but when you compare that to the
consume electricity even when they are “off”
number of solar panels required to run a
Many electronic products such as stereos, TV’s,
conventional appliance, it becomes much
VCR’s, clock radios, computers and items with
more favorable.
wall cube transformers draw constant power.
Multiply this by millions of households, and
Rated Watts
we have signicant power that is being wasted
To complete your energy budget you will need to
on these poorly designed products. Connecting
know the rated watts of the appliances you plan
these items to a power bar and turning it off can
to operate. If you do not know the rated watts
help reduce this wasted power.
of an appliance, try looking at its nameplate
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Electricity
must be
viewed as a
nite resource
such as our,
rewood or
money.
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Energy Budget Calculation

Customers with Internet access can
download this energy budget in
electronic format from our website.
1. Write down all your loads and the rated watts
of those loads in the energy budget on the
following page.
2. Determine the hours per day and days per
week you will operate each load and enter
these values in the appropriate place in the
energy budget.
3. Rated watts x hours per day x days per week
equals the weekly watt hours of each load.
4. Add together the weekly watt hours for
every load.
5. Divide the total weekly watt hours by seven
days to obtain the average daily load in
watt / hours.
6. Take the average daily load in watt / hours
from the energy budget. Multiply the average
daily load in watt / hours by 1.2 for DC only
systems and 1.3 for AC only systems. This factor
accounts for battery and inverter inefciencies
and gives the corrected average daily load
in watt / hours.
7. Divide the corrected average daily load in watt
/ hours by the system voltage. This gives the
total daily load in amp / hours. The total daily
load allows you to determine the size of your
battery bank and charging system.
8. While the energy budget is a valuable tool
in designing an energy system, accurate
estimation of multiple variable loads is difcult.
Avoid underestimating the energy budget as
it will result in an undersized system. This is
especially critical when choosing the battery.
PV modules can always be added later, but a
battery bank is much less exible.

Watt’s Up?

This ingenious product allows you to plug any 120
VAC appliance up to 12.5 amps into it, and display
precisely how much power that appliance is drawing.
For intermittent appliances such as a refrigerator,
leave it plugged in for a day and it will show you the
total consumption in kW/h as well as how much it
has cost you to run. Excellent for locating phantom
loads! Most customers are shocked when they
realize how much power is wasted by
poorly designed products that constantly
waste power.
This device sells for $149, and
is also available for weekly
rental - $20.
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Energy Budget
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Systems - Grid Intertie
If you are currently using Grid-supplied power (you are purchasing your power from a large commercial
utility) and wish to reduce your dependance on the grid, a grid-interconnect system will likely be the
most economical choice for you. These systems work by feeding the power they produce directly
into the grid, which offsets your power consumption. Grid-intertie systems can include battery
storage if you require backup power in the event of a grid failure, or can be connected directly
without the use of batteries. Unless you require a backup, the battery-less systems are the most
economical in the short and long-term.
Grid-Intertie is very new, and depending on the utility that you would be connecting to, may have
different rules and regulations regarding interconnecting. You must consult with your utility and have
all the approvals in place before connecting to the grid! If you are considering this technology today,
you are denately a pioneer in this technology, so expect some resistance from
the utility. If alternative energy is to be viable in larger scales, utilities must be
educated and they must allow customers who wish to tie into the grid. If you are
encountering insurmountable resistance from your utility, please contact us and we
will see what we can do to help you.

Energy Alternatives GT100 kit - $1399

This is our entry-level grid intertie package. It includes a Photowatt high-voltage 100
Watt photovoltaic panel, a Trace microsine grid-intertie inverter and a roof mounting
kit. All you need to do is install the panel on your roof, and connect to an outlet or
fusebox and you have become your own power generation company! You can add
more modules as you desire, making this a truly expandable, cost-effective system!
Based on an average of 5 hours bright sunshine per day, this system will reduce
your power bill by approximately 15 kW/h per month.

SunSine™300 - $4599

This is a similar product to the G100, but larger in scale. It will produce
upwards of 250 Watts in full sun. Based on an average of 5 hours
bright sunshine per day, this system will reduce your power bill by
approximately 37.5 kW/h per month. Although it may not seem like
much electricity, conventional means of generation can produce
upwards of 1,000 pounds of Carbon Dioxide to produce this power
on an annual basis!

Energy Alternatives GT500 - $6999

A slightly larger and more modular system that uses the
Trace ST 1500 inverter, 4 Kyocera KC120 solar panels
and UniRac roof or pole mounts. This system includes 4
modules, and can be expanded to a total of 12 panels to
achieve the full 1.5 kW of power. Based on an average
of 5 hours bright sunshine per day, this system will reduce
your power bill by approximately 70 kW/h per month. If you
expand the system to it’s full potential, it’s output will be
approximately 210 kW/h per month!
Other options are available, including the larger 2.5 kW SunTie
inverter. Inverter is shown with the optional rain shield for outdoor
installation. Wiring and conduit not included in price.
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Grid-Intertie with Battery Backup

Some customers desire a system that not only feeds into the grid, but also supplies them with backup
power when the grid goes down. As well, some technologies, such as wind and small microhydro systems
require batteries as to moderate the current. These technologies work similar to non-grid connected
systems, except instead of wasting the power (shutting off the solar panels or using a dump load) when the
batteries are fully charged, the excessive power is simply fed to the grid!
Please note these systems are not limited to grid-intertie applications, but are also perfectly
capable of operating in a standalone environment. For more detailed specications please see
the appropriate sections of the catalogue.
The systems below are designed to be as exible as possible for you. You can add more batteries
(increase the backup capacity) and add varying charging sources including Solar, Wind
and MicroHydro as you desire. Prices are subject to change and are approximate only.
Discounts may apply to large systems.

Base Module - $5699

This is the base module for all systems on this page. It includes a Trace SW4024 inverter (4
kW output, 24 VDC), a Trace DC250 safety fuse disconnect box, 4 6 volt 225 amp hour golf-cart style
batteries wired in series for 24 VDC output and connecting cables.

Photovoltaic Charging Module - $4999

This module consists of 4 Kyocera KC120 solar panels (480 watts peak output),
A Trace C40 charge controller, UniRac roof mount, Trace PV combiner box (provides
each PV panel with it’s own disconnect breaker as required by code). This combiner box
allows you to check the current output of each individual panel by isolating them without having
to manually disconnect them. Based on an average of 5 hours bright sunshine per day, this
system will reduce your power bill by approximately 70 kW/h per month.

Wind Charging Module - Whisper H40 - $4199

This module consists of Southwest Windpower’s H40 wind generator, which includes their exclusive
EZ-Wire system centre and a 31’ (9m) 4-guy wire tilt up tower kit. The tower kit includes hardware, guy
wire, base and full instructions. Not included is the wire to the batteries, 2.5” SCH 40 pipe for the
tower (you can purchase locally) anchors and lift line. Your power output will depend
on your average windspeed - if your site has an average of 10 MPH windspeed, you
can expect approximately 60 kW/h per month; If you have 14 MPH average, it increases
substantially to 150 kW/h per month!

Wind Charging Module - Whisper H80 - $6999

A similar kit to above, but the larger H80 wind generator and a 62’ (19m) tilt up tower kit. A high
voltage model is available if you wish to locate your tower far away from the battery bank (additional
charges).Your power output will depend on your average windspeed - if your site has an average
of 10 MPH windspeed, you can expect approximately 145 kW/h per month; If you have 14 MPH
average, it increases substantially to 260 kW/h per month!

Wind Charging Module - Whisper 175 - $9999

The largest wind generator we carry. Capable of up to 3 kW of charging capacity, this is a serious wind
generator. An extra strong, 70’ (22m) tilt up tower kit with 8 guy wires will place the generator high
enough to bee seen from a long distance and to get the most power possible. A high voltage model
is available if you wish to locate your tower far away from the battery bank (additional charges).
Your power output will depend on your average windspeed - if your site has an average of 10 MPH
windspeed, you can expect approximately 340 kW/h per month; If you have 14 MPH average, it
increases substantially to 740 kW/h per month!
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Micro Hydro Systems - $2799

If you have a source of falling water on your property, you simply must
investigate it’s potential electrical generation capacity. You may be surprised
at how little water is required to produce a surprisingly large amount of
power. Please see the micro hydro section for detailed information to assess
your potential resource. There are two generator options available in this
kit - low head and high head. The Low head unit is capable of generating 1
kW continuously if you have 1000 GPM (3785 LPM) falling 10’ (3 m). The
high head unit is capable of producing the same 1kW output if you have
100 GPM (378 LPM) falling 100’ (30 m).
This is a lot of power. Just 300 continuous watts will provide an off grid household with energy
efcient lighting, music and other electronics, including electric refrigeration and freezing from
ordinary appliances If you are fortunate enough to have a water resource on your property, not
only does it create a relaxing environment, it is also possibly capable of producing significant
amounts of electricity.
This system includes the ES&D stream generator, a pressure
gauge, Trace C40 controller and water heating element. You
will be responsible for delivery of the water to the engine
and the pipeline construction. Please see the Micro Hydro
section for more information. You may wish to consider
enrolling in our new self-paced Micro Hydro training course in
order to evaluate and design your system.
If your resource is much larger than these systems, please
contact us directly. There are many other options for larger
resources that can further reduce the cost of equipment,
such as larger AC-direct systems

Packaged Systems
Cabin Lights System - $1249

This popular starter system is designed to do exactly what it says - provide lights and small radio at a
cabin. This system will provide 12 kW/h per month (based on 5 hours bright sunshine). The cabin lights
system is comprised of the following: 1 Kyocera 80 watt solar photovoltaic panel with mounting system,
wire and controller; two 6-volt 225 amp hour golf cart batteries with cables. A ProWatt 250 watt inverter
will power efcient lighting and modest entertainment systems, battery charging, etc. All fuses, cables
and connectors are supplied for a simple installation.

Expanded Cabin Lights System - $2798

Building on the cabin lights system, with more solar panels and batteries this system will provide
24 kW/h per month (based on 5 hours bright sunshine). This system consists of two Kyocera 80
watt panels with mounting hardware, fuses and wire; 4 6v golf cart batteries (450 amp hours)
and a larger Trace 500W inverter. As with all systems, this is complete with all required hardware
for simple and hassle-free installation.

Wind expansion for above systems - $1059

If you use your system year round, a wind resource will greatly expand your system’s capacity in the
winter - when the winds are generally the strongest and you use the most power. The specic turbine
will depend on your budget and the specics of your site. Please contact us for more information on
selecting the most appropriate wind generator for your application.
10
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Mid-Range System - $6898

This system adds signicantly more solar charging capacity and a Trace DR1512 - 1500 watt inverter.
This inverter is large enough to operate a full-sized microwave, coffee maker, power tools including table
saws, belt sanders, etc. A TriMetric battery meter provides you with complete
system status at a glance - battery voltage, amperage, and battery capacity.
A UniRac roof or ground mount provides simple installation of the 4 Kyocera
120 watt solar panels. A Trace C40 controller gives the batteries a fast, full
charge. With 5 hours average sunshine, you can expect upwards of 72
kW/h per month of power from this system. Includes outdoor rated wiring
enclosure with lightning arrester and 30’ of 4 AWG cable to connect
the solar panels to the batteries, a 200 A fuse and cables to connect
the inverter to the batteries.

Wind Charging Module for above - Whisper H40 - $4199

If you use your system year round, a wind resource will greatly expand your system’s capacity
in the winter - when the winds are generally the strongest and you use the most power. This
module consists of Southwest Windpower’s H40 wind generator, with their exclusive EZ-Wire
system centre and a 31’ (9m) tilt up tower kit. The tower kit includes hardware, guy wire, base
and full instructions. Not included is the electrical wire to the batteries, 2.5” SCH 40 pipe
for the tower (you can purchase locally) anchors and lift line. Your power output will depend
on your average windspeed - if your site has an average of 10 MPH windspeed, you
can expect approximately 60 kW/h per month; If you have 14 MPH average, it increases
substantially to 150 kW/h per month!

Sine Wave Hybrid system - $13,999

For a full-time residence or large cottage, this system has it all.
4 Kyocera KC120 solar panels deliver upwards of 70 kW/h per
month. A 4-panel UniRac will mount the panels securely to a roof,
wall or the ground. A Southwest Windpower H40 windmill with 31’
(9m) tower will deliver upwards of 150 kW/h per month, depending
on your wind resource. The integrated EZE-Wire system centre
will connect the windmill and solar panels to the system and provide
protection from over-charging. Electricity is stored in a 1200 a/h
Global-Yuasa battery bank. These are industrial 2 volt forklift cells with an
expected lifespan of 15-20 years in an alternative energy application.
AC electricity is provided by a Trace PS2512 inverter. 2.5 kW of pure, sine wave power is enough to
run most loads effortlessly. A 130 A charger will charge your batteries if you have an auxiliary source of
electricity such as a generator. Inverter safety disconnection is provided by a Trace DC 250
breaker. A Tri-Metric meter, which can be located far away from the batteries will provide system
status at a glance - with voltage, amperage and battery capacity.
Comes with inverter cables, solar array cables, battery interconnect
cables and storage boxes.
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Photovoltaics/Solar Electric
Photovoltaics (PV), or solar electricity, is the
the entire module. The only exception to his
simplest form of battery charging available.
is the Uni-Solar modules which have built in
A photovoltaic module is used to convert the
diodes between the cells to reduce this effect,
sun’s energy into electricity. There are no
but it is better to mount the solar modules so
moving parts in photovoltaic modules and little
shading is avoided.
maintenance is required. Solar electric systems
are modular, allowing you to start with a small Temperature
system. As your power requirements grow, you
It is a common misconception that heat is
can add more modules.
required for PV modules to produce electricity.
High temperatures actually increase resistance
and reduce the voltage within the silicon cells.
PV Module Construction
Warmer climates require PV modules with
Most PV modules are constructed of a series
a higher maximum voltage than those used
of silicon cells. Each cell has a positive and
in cold climates. Cold temperatures decrease
negative side. A group of these cells are wired
resistance and increase voltage. Modules with
together to form a PV module. Electric current
a low voltage rating are ideal in colder climates
is generated when sunlight strikes the positive
such as Canada because more of the power
side of the silicon cell and the photons activate
produced is available as charging current,
electrons contained in the silicon.
rather than voltage.
There are three types of silicon used to construct
PV modules: single crystal, multicrystalline Power Rating
PV modules from the main manufacturers
and amorphous silicon. Single crystal silicon
are similar quality and should provide
cells are extremely thin wafers of silicon cut
years of reliable power. Most people
from a single silicon crystal. These are the
base their buying decision on
most efficient silicon cells and have a life
the cost of the module
expectancy exceeding 25 years. The cells are
and its power output.
fragile so they must be mounted in a rigid
However, power ratings
frame. Multicrystalline silicon cells are also
for PV modules can be
extremely thin wafers of silicon but are cut
misleading and this can
from multiple crystals grown together in an
lead to disappointing
ingot. They are similar to single crystal cells
performance. Each
in life expectancy and fragility. However, they
of our products have
are slightly less efcient than single crystal
watts, amps and voltage
cells and require more surface area to produce
listed in the product
a given amount of electricity. Amorphous silicon
tables.
cells are made by depositing a micro thin
layer of silicon directly onto a sheet of glass
PV modules are
or other substrate. They can also be mounted
rated at their
on a flexible backing, making them ideal
peak power point.
for portable use.
This is measured
on a curve showing voltage and current. It is
Sunshine and Shading
the point where the panel will produce the
PV modules produce electricity in proportion
maximum power in watts. PV modules seldom
to the amount of sunlight falling on them. In
operate at their peak power point.
full overhead or “peak” sun (1000 watts/m2)
they will produce their rated power. Reduced
For example: the peak power point of the KC120
sunlight caused by clouds or location will
is at 16.9 volts and the panel will produce 7.1
diminish the amount of electricity generated.
amps at this voltage. Since volts x amps =
Modules will produce electricity even when
watts, the rated power for KC120 is 120 watts
there is no direct sunlight. A cloudy sky with an
(16.9 volts x 7.1 amps).
occasional blue patch will often be equivalent
to approximately 50% peak sun. A cloudy
Rated power is a measurement of ideal
day with rain in the forecast will be about
performance. However, it is important to
10 to 20% peak sun.
note that a panel may produce less than
its rated power when charging a battery.
It is very important to note that shading even
Battery voltage averages about 13.5 volts
one cell of a module will reduce the output of
when charging.
12
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Continuing our example, at a battery charge Medium Voltage
voltage of 13.5 volts the KC120 will generate
Medium voltage modules are also ideal for
about 7.1 amps and produce 95 watts (13.5
year-round use in the Canadian climate.
volts x 7.1 amps) to charge the battery. Always
During the summer, when cell temperature
use the module’s current rating when sizing an
rises, the voltage is sufciently high to fully
array and not the rated peak power.
charge batteries.
Some PV modules that look like good buys
These modules are a good choice for larger
when comparing rated power turn out to be
systems that necessitate long wire runs that
not so great when comparing battery charging
cause voltage losses in the transmission
power. When you are shopping for modules
wire.
to charge batteries, compare the amp rating
and not the rated watts! Modern Pulse Width High Voltage
Modulation (PWM) controllers convert excessive
High voltage modules are suitable for hot
voltage into current - see the controller section
climate battery charging or for direct connection
for more details on this.
to motor loads such as water pumps. High
voltage modules are also good for long distance
transmission when used with a linear current
booster. See the section on water pumping
for more information about linear current
boosters.

Controllers

Most PV systems require a charge controller
or regulator. A controller is essential if a
system is to remain unused for long periods
of time.

Choosing a Module

Choosing the type of photovoltaic module for
your application is an important decision. Each
cell in a PV module produces approximately
0.4 to 0.5 volts at rated power. This means a
module with 33 cells will produce approximately
16 volts at rated power.
PV modules can be divided into three categories
depending on the number of cells or the peak
power voltage (Vpp). Low voltage modules,
sometimes referred to as self regulating produce
about 14.5 volts. Self regulating modules do
not have a built in regulator. Medium voltage
modules produce about 16 volts and high
voltage modules produce about 17.5 volts
or more. Each type of module is suited to
different applications.

A charge controller will protect your battery
from over charging, which leads to water loss
and decreased battery life. A charge controller is
an inexpensive device for preventing accidental
damage to your expensive batteries.
Modules may not require a controller when
the rated peak charge current (amps) of the
PV module is less than 1.5% of the battery
capacity in amp / hours. For example, a
module rated at 1.5 amps will not overcharge
a 100 amp / hour battery at normal operating
temperatures.
Low voltage modules may be used without a
regulator under certain circumstances. In hot
climates the maximum voltage will drop due
to the higher temperatures. This is what is
meant by “self regulating”.

Low Voltage

Low voltage modules are ideal for year-round
use in Canada when the greatest need is
during cold, clear winter months (due to lack
of sunshine or higher winter loads). These
modules are also suited for use in small systems
such as cabins or recreational vehicles because
sometimes they can be used without a regulator.
Low voltage modules may not adequately
charge a battery in hot climates.

C all 1 800 265 8898
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Photovoltaic Design
There are two primary factors that determine
day. A system designed around this value
the size and cost of a solar system:
will require generator back up for about ve
• The daily power consumed by your electrical loads,
months of the year.
as determined in the energy budget.
• The sunlight levels or insolation available at 1. From your energy budget (page 55) nd the total
your particular location.
daily load in amp / hours (a/h).
2. Determine the insolation in full sun hours from
the chart. Divide the total daily load in a/h
Insolation
(from the energy budget) by the full sun hours to
Insolation or sunlight intensity is measured
give the array current in amps.
in equivalent full sun hours. A full sun hour
is equal to the amount of sunlight striking 3. Select an appropriate number of modules to
supply the array current.
the earth in one hour when the sun is directly
overhead in a clear sky.

Example

1. From your energy budget you calculate a
total daily load in a/h for a 12 volt system,
of 96 a/h per day.
2. Divide this gure by the number of sunshine
hours to arrive at the size of the PV array
required. If we use four hours of sunshine
then 96 / 4 = 24 amps.
3. Therefore you need a PV array that produces
24 amps at 12 volts in full sunshine. Five
KC80 PV modules (5 amps each x 5 = 25
amps) would be a suitable array to install
for this system.

Please see appendix A for a detailed
bright sunshine table.
The lower the sun is in the sky the more
atmosphere the light must pass through. Water
molecules and other gases in the atmosphere
reect and absorb some of the light passing
through it reducing the insolation. Most of
the sun’s energy is delivered between nine am
and three pm when the sun is highest in the
sky. Shorter days, cloud cover and the sun’s
position in the sky reduce the amount of energy
available in the winter.

Mounting

Once you have selected solar power to be the
best option for your electric needs it is necessary
to choose a mounting structure. The rst step
is to select the location of your PV array. The
ideal location is an area receiving full exposure
to sunlight as close as possible to the location
that electricity will be used or stored. There
are several options for mounting PV modules.
There are two main types: roof and pole
mounts.

Array Size

To calculate the size of a photovoltaic array you
must rst determine the amount of sunlight
at your location. The full sun hours table gives
average monthly sunshine hours. Sunlight
varies considerably throughout the year. If
you are designing a PV system for a summer
cottage then you should use the gures given
for the summer months. If you are designing
for a year round residence with a backup
source such as a generator then you should
use the yearly average or the lowest value for
the months when you do not want to operate
an auxiliary source.
As a rule of thumb for BC, the spring to fall
minimum is about four hours of full sun per

14
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Roof Mounts

Snow

In regions with heavy snowfall an array should
Roof mounts are the most popular
be installed where snow can be easily brushed
choice for small residential
off. A pole mount allows snow to slide off easily.
systems. The modules are
If modules are tilted at an angle of 45° or
located above most objects
more then a few sunny days will usually melt
that would cause shading
snow off the array.
problems and the large roof
surface makes it easy to attach
the mounting structure. A roof mount
Maximum Power Output
also locates the modules out of the way and out
To achieve the best performance from your
of sight, reducing the possibility of vandalism
array it should be aimed in the direction of
or theft. If your roof is facing in the wrong
most sunlight and angled correctly for the
direction or the roof pitch causes problems then
season. The array should be adjusted to the
modules can be installed on a south facing wall
latitude plus or minus 15° from summer to
using the same mounting structure. Roof mounts
winter for optimal output. If your mounting
may also be secured to the ground.
structure is not seasonally adjustable the
modules should be mounted to achieve maximum
output during the period of highest usage.
Pole Mounts
For example, if you use your cottage during
Pole mounts are easy to install and allow the
the summer months your array should be
array angle to be adjusted after installation.
mounted accordingly.
The mounting frame fits on a length of
schedule 40 pipe (available locally at any
PV modules should always be aimed in the
metal shop) set securely in a concrete form
direction where they receive full exposure to
in the ground.
sunlight. In areas with little or no shading,
modules should face south. However, magnetic
Whichever mounting structure is chosen
south on a compass may not be an accurate
air circulation and snow load must be
indicator of true south. Consulting a good map
considered.
of your area usually indicates the correction
factor to adjust compass readings.
Most of the sun’s power occurs between 10 am
and 2 pm. If your array receives full exposure
during these hours then adjusting your array
is unnecessary. If your array is signicantly
shaded during these hours then you should
position your array at the mid-point of the sunny
period. For example, if your array received full
exposure from 7 am to 1 pm then it should be
positioned to face the sun at 10 am.
In some locations and applications a tracking
mount will signicantly increase output. These
mounts track the sun’s movement automatically
throughout the day.

Air Circulation

All PV mounting structures must have good air
circulation around the modules. Air circulation
provides natural cooling of the modules and
increases efciency by allowing them to operate
at lower temperatures. If the site where your
array will be mounted receives high winds
you must ensure the back of the modules are
not exposed. High winds and northerly winds
during the winter can create uplifting forces
strong enough to seriously damage your array.
Spacing your modules a few inches apart
decreases the likelihood your array will be
damaged by the wind.

C all 1 800 265 8898
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Photovoltaic Products
Kyocera
Kyocera (pronounced ‘key-oh-ser-ra’) has been manufacturing their multicrystalline solar panels since
1975 and continues to produce industry-leading photovoltaics. These units boast a 14% efciency,
25 year limited warranty with eight different congurations to choose from. These modules are
encapsulated between a tempered glass cover and an EVA (ethylene vinyl acetate) pottant
with PVF back sheet. Bypass diodes are installed across every 18 cells in a series to provide
some protection from partial shading.
More

Kyocera modules are shipped worldwide than Siemens, BP, and many others. The current pricing
offered on these panels is the lowest price per watt we have ever had. From $7.09 per watt*, this
is an amazing price. With a 25 year warranty, high quality mounting systems and junction boxes,
these panels are very popular. We have been selling Kyocera products for 10 years now, with
excellent reliability and customer feedback.
Kyocera has also introduced a line of smaller panels, suitable for small battery charging
or ventilation.
Volume discounts will apply to all PV modules. Get together with your friends, neighbours and clubs
and purchase a skid or two. Please contact us for a quotation.
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Uni-Solar

Uni-Solar produces extremely durable and efcient amorphous modules. These modules are known
for their ability to operate in partially shaded conditions, making them ideal for installations where
partial shading can’t be avoided - such as sailboats. Available in a rigid aluminum frame or in a exible
mat-style format, these modules are unique in the market. These modules use a UV stabilized polymer
encapsulation instead of glass to protect the cells. Unique to United Solar is the triple junction silicon solar cell.
Each cell is composed of three semiconductor junctions stacked on top of each other. This allows the cells to
absorb red, blue and green light and is the key to their higher efciency.

UniSolar also manufactures solar panels that emulate conventional roong materials in design,
construction, function and installation. These modules are composed of the same triple junction technology
attached to high quality building materials such as structural roong panels, architectural roong panels and
shingles. These products are available today by special order and promise to revolutionize the utilization of
solar technology. Instead of an external xture, they become part of the building.

PV Shingles

This revolutionary new product is actually two products in one.
It enables the roof to become sources of electricity as well as
protection fro the elements. Each shingle is 12 inches (30.5
cm) wide by 86.5 inches (220 cm) long and nailed in place as a
standard shingle would be.

Architectural Standing Seam Panels

These are reliable, attractive and cost effective replacements to standard
aluminum roong materials. Attaches to the roof with standard clips
and batten covers supplied by the installer. Available in 128 inch (305
cm) or 228 (579 cm) lengths.

Structural Standing Seam Panels

This product is a quality steel roong panel that has integrated PV modules.
Typical applications include shelters, Electric Vehicle charging stations and
commercial buildings. Available in a number of colors to match your building.
Comes in standard lengths of 112 inches (285
cm) or 216 includes (548.6 cm) and custom
lengths up to 24 feet (7.3 meters).

C all 1 800 265 8898
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Photovoltaic Products
L-10 / L-5

A simple laminate constructed of multicrystalline
cells. This module is an inexpensive choice
for electric fencers, small telecommunications
applications and trickle charging vehicle
batteries. An epoxy coating protects the
cells which are mounted on a rigid steel
back plate.

F2B Solar battery charger

Manufactured by SunWatt this is a very
affordable photovoltaic device that is designed
to charge up to 6 AA, 3 C, or 2 D rechargeable
NiCad batteries. Simply put the batteries in
the holders in the back of the case and set the
charger in the sun. It takes about one day to
charge four to six AA batteries. Made of recycled
plastic. One Year Warranty.

Mounting Products
Zomeworks Tracking Racks

Zomeworks has been designing their Universal Track Rack for over two decades. They are well
known to be the most reliable and robust passive tracking unit on the market today. They use
the sun’s heat and gravity to follow the sun and do not rely on external motors and gears. Adding
a track rack can increase output from 25 - 45% over a xed mount. They have several sizes
that accommodate any type of module.

1. The Track Rack begins the day

facing west. As the sun rises in
the east, it heats the unshaded
west-side canister, forcing liquid
into the shaded east-side canister.
As liquid moves through a copper
tube to the east-side canister,
the tracker rotates so that it
faces east.

the sun moves, the rack follows
3. As
(at approximately 15 degrees
per hour), continually seeking
equilibrium as liquid moves
from one side of the tracker to
the other.
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2.

4.

The heating of the liquid is
controlled by the aluminum
shadow plates. When one
canister is exposed to the sun
more than the other, its vapor
pressure increases, forcing
liquid to the cooler, shaded
side. The shifting weight of
the liquid causes the rack to
rotate until the canisters are
equally shaded.
The rack completes its daily
cycle facing west. It remains in
this position overnight until it is
“awakened” by the rising sun
the following morning.
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Mounting Products
UniRac® Fixed Mounts

UniRac manufactures high quality universal mounting structures that will accommodate any module.
They are made of aluminum with stainless steel hardware, designed to withstand 120 mph (190
km/h) winds. All units are seasonally adjustable. We stock the most popular sized units for immediate
delivery. Shippable via UPS and Canada Post.

UniRac Ground / Roof Mount

These are the most popular units we carry. Their exible design
allows them to work as a roof, ground or vertical wall mount. Sized
according to the number of modules you have. If you are considering
expanding the number of modules in your system at a later date, it
makes sense to get a larger mounting structure.

UniRac Pole Top Mounts

These units are designed to mount on top of standard steel
pipe that is buried in a cement form to support it. Available in
a wide variety of sizes.
MT-UNPT

MT-UNGR

MT-U22

UniRac Side of Pole Mounts

These units are designed to mount on the side of a pole

MT-UN11

MT-UNPS

UniRac RV Series

For mounting on the roof of an RV, this unit allows for
easy lowering of the module when the vehicle is in motion.

MT-UNRV

C all 1 800 265 8898
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Solar Thermal Design
The power of the sun can be harnessed to
produce hot water as well as electricity. It is
much more efcient to produce heat directly
from the sun that to use a photovoltaic panel to
produce electricity and then use that electricity
to heat water.

pump draws very little energy and is often
powered by a small solar electric module. When
the sun is shining, it is heating and pumping
water. A solar electric powered circulating
pump means no complicated differential
controllers are required.

If your motivation is to use alternative energy Collectors
to save money on your fuel costs, this is the
There are many different collectors used in
rst place to start. In a solar hot water system
solar domestic hot water (SDHW) systems. The
heat from the sun is transferred directly to water
most common is the at plate grid collector.
or a water and glycol mixture circulating in
This is a series of pipes connected to a top and
the collector. There are two types of circulating
bottom manifold. These collectors are usually
systems in common use: the open loop and
glazed and insulated. Typically a 4 x 10 foot
the closed loop.
(1.2 x 3 meter) collector will produce as much
Hot water heating
energy in full sunlight as a 2kW hot water
typically accounts Closed Loop
tank element.
for 30-40% of
A closed loop system circulates a water and
your residential
glycol mixture through the collector, where it
The simplest and least costly form of circulating
utility bill. A solar
absorbs heat. It then passes through a heat
heater is a rubber tube mat connected between
exchanger, where it transfers the heat to the
two header pipes. These collectors are unglazed
water heating
water in a storage tank or a pre-heat hot
and uninsulated. They are usually used for
system can
water
tank.
The
pre-heat
tank
becomes
the
swimming pool heating but are also used
reduce your
cold
water
supply
for
an
existing
domestic
seasonally for domestic hot water. These are
reliance on
hot
water
tank.
the least efcient form of water heater and
electricity or gas
the least expensive. No form of solar hot water
by up to 60%. If
There is no need to drain a closed loop system
heating will be 100% effective in the Canadian
you have higher
in the winter because the glycol mixture does
climate. For cloudy periods a back up water
demands for hot
not freeze, so total hot water production will
heating system is required. If you have an
water such as a
be higher than with an open loop system. If
existing electric or natural gas hot water tank
pool or hot tub,
your home is already equipped with an electric
or wood stove, your back up is in place. Solar
you will realize
or gas red hot water heater, a closed loop hot
water heaters may be used for space heating. In
water heater will work the best.
space heating systems the solar heated water
even more
circulates through a radiator or pipes laid in
substantial
the oor of the area to be heated.
Open
Loop
savings
An open loop system circulates the solar
heated water directly into the hot water tank.
Customers who use a wood stove with a water
jacket in the winter may easily add a solar
collector to use the sun for hot water in
the summer. This system is the simplest to
install, but it must be drained in freezing
weather.

Thermosiphon or Pump

A thermosiphon occurs when the hot water
tank is located above the collector. Heated uid
has a lower density than cold uid. Natural
convection causes the heated liquid to ow into
the water tank. This system is most similar to the
hot water coil found in many wood or oil stoves
and requires no circulation pump.
A thermosiphon system is often not practical
especially if you want your collectors mounted
on the roof. This configurations requires
circulation pump in the system. This type of
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Domestic Solar Hot Water
Over a horsepower of energy per square yard
falls on your roof on a sunny day. You can
capture this energy to heat your domestic
hot water in a number of different methods,
depending on your situation.
There are many possible ways to use solar
hot water. In general, anything that requires
water to be heated can benet from solar
energy. Some projects make sense, some
do not. Pool heating and domestic hot
water are the most common uses of solar
thermal and offer the most appealing return
on investment.

SunWell

The most cost effective system is the SunWell (pictured above). This system incorporates collector, heat
exchanger and storage in one unit. The sun’s energy shining on it is stored in the tank. As you use water in
your home, the solar preheated water is drawn into the existing heater tank.
The Sunwell is a three-season system. It must be drained, a relatively simple procedure, in
the fall to prevent freezing. Certain locations in BC can benet from government nancing, up
to 25% of the purchased price.

SunCoil

The SunCoil is an active, four-season water heating system.
Glazed panel solar collectors are mounted on your roof and
a solar tank is installed next to your existing hot water heater.
Incoming cold water gets preheated as it spirals through the
solar tank. An automatic controller turns the pump on when
there is heat to be gained and also prevents overheating.
The solar collectors drain into the solar tank whenever they
are not in use, ensuring freeze protection and year round
maintenance free operation.

Thermomax

Thermomax is the most efcient water heating system available.
The collector is a heat pipe enclosed within an evacuated glass
tube. When the sun shines, it heats a working uid, which
delivers its heat to a bulb at the top of the collector. Heat is
transferred to water and moved to storage tanks, where heat
exchangers warm your water.
If you have any questions or require more information about
solar thermal, please give us a call and we can discuss
your particular situation.

C all 1 800 265 8898
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Solar Thermal Products
SunWell Solar Water Heater - $1995

Designed and manufactured by Taylor Munro Energy Systems in Delta, BC. This product is a
three-season passive solar water heater that pre-heats water before it reaches your current hot water
heater. Due to it’s simplicity in design, any home or business can take advantage of the savings it
offers. This unit can reduce your hot water heating expenses by up to 50%. During the summer, it
can provide almost all of your hot water, and in the spring and fall it will pre-heat the hot water. By
connecting directly to the incoming water supply line it avoids the need for pumps, controls, wiring and
heat exchangers. This simplies the system and reduces the cost.

How it works

The SunWell can provide most of your summer hot water requirements. Yes, even on the west coast.
In the spring and fall, the SunWell pre-heats water, which is then topped-off by your existing hot water
heater. This guarantees your hot water will be at a constant temperature. The less your current heater
works, the more money you save. If you currently have a dwelling with no hot water at all, this unit can
work as a stand alone hot water system. Also ideal for those with a woodstove hot water system, which
is only used in the winter months when space heating is required.

• Parabolic reector concentrates solar energy
• Insulated design allows low temperature use
• Works stand-alone or with existing heater
• 30 - 50 gallons of hot water per day
• Glazed glass to prevent heat loss
• Collects heat even on cloudy days
• Long-life stainless steel tank
• Suitable for any type of pipe
• Adjustable to any slope
• No moving parts
• Easy installation
• 3 x 8’ (0.9 x 2.4m)
• 35 gallon / 132 L

Greenhouse Gasses

In terms of reducing greenhouse gas emissions, this unit produces a very direct and substantial
reduction of greenhouse gasses. Using a SunWell, roughly speaking, is equivalent to taking that car
of yours off the road for 6 months of planting 80 trees.

Installation

We can arrange for a third party installer to install this system in some areas. Because of the simplicity of
design, a knowledgeable installer will have no problem installing this unit.
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Solar Pool Heating
Why solar pool heat?

Heating a pool in the summer can easily cost as much as
heating a house in the winter. Solar pool heat is extremely cost
effective when compared to the lifelong escalating costs of
heating a pool with fossil fuels. Energy in general is not going
to get cheaper over time.
Solar Pool Heating uses inexpensive and rugged unglazed
collectors which are highly efcient at moving energy from the sun
into your pool water. As a bonus, solar pool heat offers signicant
greenhouse gas reduction. A pool heater will save emissions equal
to those produced by operating an average automobile for a year. The technology is highly
effective in BC wherever outdoor pools are found. A system in a rainy place like North Vancouver
will use a panel or two more than one in a sunny place like Victoria. Cost effectiveness remains
high. Remember, five sixths of the available solar energy falls between May and September,
just when pools are being used.

How it works

A system is sized for your particular pool and site conditions, with
an average system being six or eight, 4 X 12 collectors. These
unglazed thermal collectors are large panels or mats, which
are installed unobtrusively on a nearby roof or on the ground.
Sensors are placed in the water to decide whether additional
heat is needed, and on the array, to sense when the solar
resource is available.
Every pool pumps water through a lter. When the controller
and sensors decide that heat is available and needed, a
motorized valve diverts pool water to the collectors. A large volume of water is heated a few
degrees by each pass through the array. When the water is warm enough, the valve closes and
water returns to the pool as before.
Although relatively new to Canada, the unglazed solar thermal technology is well worked
out. There are millions of panels in use in the world today, quietly and unobtrusively putting
solar energy to work.
Costs to solar heat an outdoor pool run from $4000 to $8000 depending upon the size of the pool and
site factors, such as shade, aspect, and rack requirements.

Quotations

If you wish to further examine the feasibility
of a pool heating system, we can provide you
with a quotation on the system. Actual installed
price varies with the logistics of the particular
installation.
We have a network of installers throughout
BC that can facilitate professional installation
of your system.

C all 1 800 265 8898
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Wind

The power of the
wind increases by
the cube of the
wind speed - if
the wind speed
doubles, the
power available
increases by
eight.

Wind energy has been
used for centuries,
for grinding grain,
pumping water and
generating electricity.
Small wind turbines
were an important
source of electricity
for rural families in
North America in the
1920’s and 1930’s.
Wind energy faded into
the background with
the rural electrication
efforts of the 1940’s
and the development
of reliable small engine
generators.

components. The higher a turbine is placed
the more power is generated. A wind turbine
should be at least 33 feet (10 meters) above any
object within a 330 foot (100 meter) radius. Local
geography also needs to be considered.

Wind Speed

The power of the wind is easy to feel and the
sight of a wind turbine rotating in the wind
provokes a lot of interest. Proper location
is critical to the success of a wind turbine
installation. The determining factor of a good
location is the amount of wind that is available.
If there is an average wind speed of 8 mph (13
km/h) or higher, wind power may be a viable
source of electricity. The power available in
the wind increases with the cube of the wind
speed — if the wind speed doubles the power
available increases by eight!

Modern small wind turbines are technically
advanced and reliable; incorporating permanent Maintenance
magnet alternators, sophisticated electronics,
Unlike photovoltaic modules, wind turbines
and innovative blade materials.
have moving parts. Periodic maintenance of
bearings, brushes and shafts is required. It is
Wind and PV
important when installing a wind generator
In many Canadian locations a wind turbine
to consider how easy it will be to access the
is an excellent supplement to a solar electric
generator and remove it.
system. Small wind systems are often combined
with photovoltaics because seasonal variations
in wind and solar resources are complementary.
Most places in Canada do not have adequate
wind to use as a primary power source. Locations
such as the prairies that have constant prevailing
winds are most suited to wind power. Contrary
to popular beliefs, coastal areas are not
always the best sources of power as the winds
are not constant and predictable such as
the prairies.

Battery Size

Wind is a variable resource. The winds may
be calm for a week or more, but when it does
become windy it often blows very hard - most
notably in the winter. For this reason wind
energy systems usually require a larger battery
to take advantage of the energy when it
is available and store it for extended calm
periods. In wind only systems the battery
storage should be designed for 10 days of
autonomy or more.

Site Selection

Wind owing over the surface of the earth is
slowed by the friction of the ground. Objects
such as trees and houses create turbulence.
This reduces the energy a turbine can extract
from the wind and stresses on the turbine
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Towers are a critical component of wind power
systems. Proper location and height of tower
are necessary to get maximum energy from
a wind turbine. Improper tower design or
installation may result in personal injury,
property damage or a damaged generator and
will very likely result in less than satisfactory
performance from your wind turbine.
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You should be completely familiar with the
installation procedures before you begin. Safety
equipment should be used at all times. Local
building departments may have bylaw or
zoning restrictions for towers.

Tower Height

Wind generator operation is dependent on the
quantity and quality of the wind hitting the
blades. Turbulent wind will reduce the power
output as the turbine swings back and forth
hunting for the wind. The unequal stresses
caused by turbulence, and the variation in wind
speed between the upper and lower blades
of a wind turbine installed
too close to the ground will
reduce power output and
wind turbine life.

of support and keep the stresses on the tower
to a minimum, the guy lines should extend as
far as possible around the tower to a maximum
radius of 80% of the tower height. Guyed towers
may be either lattice towers or tubular
towers. The tubular towers are frequently
designed for tilt up installation. They have the
advantages of easy installation and turbine
maintenance.
Self-supporting towers are the least visibly
intrusive wind turbine towers. They can be
installed in rough terrain with a minimum
of cleared area. Very small wind turbines may be
installed on a short self-supporting
tubular tower, but larger turbines
require a lattice tower.

Building Your Own

Wind speed increases rapidly
Smaller residential wind turbines
with tower height. Doubling
may be economically mounted on
tower height increases the
a home built tower. Steel water
available wind power by
pipe may be used to construct a
about 40%. It is often more
tilt-up tubular tower. We also sell
economical to install a higher
tower kits that include everything
tower rather than purchasing
you need except the pipe and the
a larger generator. A wind
anchors, which can generally be
generator should be installed a minimum of 33
purchased locally more conveniently.
feet (10 meters) above any obstruction within
330 feet (100 meters).
Grounding
Tower grounding rods and wire provide lightning
Tower Construction
protection and assure a low resistance path to
Guyed towers are economical and are able to
ground. The grounding wire should be straight,
withstand very high winds if properly installed.
without sharp angles. A free-standing tower
They require a fairly large area of cleared land
poses a special problem because its base acts
around the tower to facilitate the installation
as an insulator.
of the guy lines. To supply the desired amount

Wind Design
Although wind generators may cost less per
watt than a comparable PV array, finding
the right location is critical. The determining
factor is the amount of wind available at
the chosen site.

Measuring the Wind

There are three primary ways of determining
how much wind is available.
1. Installing an anemometer.
2. Using existing data.
3. Visual observations.

Anemometer

An anemometer is the most accurate way to
determine wind speed. For a large installation

C all 1 800 265 8898

it usually takes several years of readings, an
anemometer, a data logger and a computer
to compile accurate data. Unless you plan on
spending $15 000 or more on a wind energy
system, this is usually not a necessary step.
There are inexpensive anemometers that can be
read manually on a daily or weekly basis. For
a small residential wind generator a minimum
of three months of data should be recorded and
correlated with another source of wind data.
Some people install a small wind generator and
use it as an anemometer if they are planning
for a much larger installation.

www.EnergyAlternatives.ca
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Wind Design
Existing Data

Existing data can often be obtained from the
local airport or meteorological stations. Other
places to contact would be universities, colleges
and radio stations. The Canadian government
compiles wind data in catalogue form, and
information is available on the internet.
Wind speeds can vary a great deal within
a small area, so this information should be
correlated with another method like the
Griggs-Putnam Index.

Griggs-Putnam Index

The Griggs-Putnam Index is the simplest and
quickest method of determining average wind
speed. Flagging of foliage (deformation of
branches away from the prevailing wind) is
correlated with average annual wind speed. If
you have a ag at your site and the ag is stiff
in the wind for a few hours a day then the site is
a good candidate for wind power.

How much wind is enough?

As a general rule, an average annual wind
speed of at least 10 mph (16 km/h) is necessary
for a cost effective wind power installation. If
wind power is being used as seasonal back up
for a solar electric system, or if less power
is required during calm periods of the year
this rule can be modied. Use the average
wind speed for the season in which you need
the power.

How much power do I get?

Average annual wind speed is used to predict
annual energy output. There is some variation
in annual energy output because some locations
have gusty, intermittent winds and other
locations have steady trade winds. Different
locations may have the same average wind
speed yet produce very different amounts
of energy.

Wind Products
Southwest Windpower

Southwest Windpower’s recent acquisition of World Power Technologies makes them a dominant
force in the small wind turbine market. Their current lineup includes the Air, Windseeker and
Whisper family of products.

Air

Our most popular wind generator! The Air series, available in land, marine
and industrial versions is an
excellent windmill for those with
modest wind charging needs.
Inexpensive, easy to mount with
a 3 year warranty. Rated at
400 Watts at 28 mph (45 km/h)
available in 12 or 24 V . These
units mount on standard 1.5” steel
pipe, have an internal adjustable
regulator and the design of the
blades allows them to twist to
slow the unit down in high winds.
A well designed unit with only
two moving parts, all electronics
encapsulated in epoxy and simple
installation make this unit an
excellent choice.
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Windseeker

The Windseeker is available in a two or three blade conguration and has a maximum power output of
500 watts. A great choice for those looking for a slightly larger turbine. They have a patented upward
furling design that allows the unit to retain close to full power output while in extreme wind conditions.
The two bladed version is lighter and slightly less expensive while the three blade version is quieter and
has better stability in high winds. Built in regulator protects the batteries from overcharge, and maintains
a load on the turbine so not to damage itself in high winds.

Whisper

The Whisper has been manufactured by World Power Technologies since 1978. All of their units come
with an EZ-Wire System Center, which provides battery charge control for the wind generator as well
as (optional) additional solar panels. Contained in one box to mount on the wall with all the functions
you want from a control center. Includes a LED meter that reads battery charge in percentage, volts
and amps as well as wind, solar and load amps; adjustable regulator and resistive heating element
as a dump load. Comes in 1, 1.5 and 3kW versions, with user selectable voltage settings from 12-240
VDC (depending on model). The turbine features an incredibly efcient permanent magnet, slow
speed alternator matched with an advanced airfoil propeller and their new Angle Governor which
extends power output in high wind situations.
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Wind Products
Bergey

Bergey manufactures a line of turbines that are very durable, long lasting and
trouble free. They feature an unprecedented 5 year warranty (industry leading)
as well as a wide variety of turbines to suit any application. Each turbine has a
unique selection of controllers, designed for battery charging, water pumping,
grid intertie and high voltage options.
These quality turbines are custom-built to order at the factory, with information
from your site taken into consideration to make the most efcient machine
possible for the site

Bergey XL.1

This is the newest model in the Bergey lineup. Rated at 1kW with a 24.6 MPH (68
km/h), it is the smallest of the Bergey family. Priced affordably, this is an excellent generator
for people looking for more performance and durability than the smaller 400 watt capacity
turbines offer. Boasting excellent low-wind performance, and super quiet operation with
several different controller options, this is a very popular turbine.

Bergey Excel

For those with higher demands, the Excel lineup of turbines offer you a very durable,
long lasting and reliable turbine. It is available with many options including controllers
for battery charging, water pumping and grid intertie and a wide variety of voltages.
These units are built to order at the factory, with your application in mind. Please
contact us for exact pricing and delivery times.

Bergey XL.50

The largest turbine we carry, rated at 50 kW in 25 MPH wind. It features excellent
performance in areas with lower wind speeds, and the famous rugged Bergey design. This
is designed for businesses, or small village electrication projects and may be used in
conjunction with a battery / diesel system to reduce generator run time in locations served
by diesel generators. Please contact us for pricing and specics.
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Wind Products
Rutland

Manufactured in England by Marlec since 1979, in ISO 9001 registered
premises, Rutland has extensive experience in small scale wind generators.
There are tens of thousands of these products currently in use all over the
world and in some of the most extreme climates ranging from Antarctica
to the Sahara Desert.

Rutland 913

This turbine is designed for marine use and is one of the most popular units. It is hard to
nd a marina that does not have a few boats with one of these installed. It starts generating
power in a 5 mph (8 km/h) breeze and reaches maximum output of 18 A in a 46 mph (74
km/h) storm. Optional SR200 shunt type regulator unit or RWS200 controller that functions as
a regulator, charge ammeter, voltage display with solar input.

Rutland Furlmatic 910-3

This is the upgraded model of the highly successful FM910 wind turbine. Their
upgraded 3-phase alternator delivers 25% more power than the original model.
This model has a furling device that tilts the turbine horizontally at right angles to the
wind in winds above 35 mph (56 km/h). This protects the turbine from excessive
winds, perfect for unattended sites in the most extreme climates. Steel components
are galvanized and epoxy coated for longevity.

Rutland Furlmatic 1803

The latest version of their largest turbine boasts a 40% gain in output while actually reducing the weight
of the unit. These units have a proven track record in a variety of harsh climates from Antarctica to
the Sahara Desert. Includes a controller
with battery overcharge control, brake
switch and meters for amps and voltage.
Two bladed with a maximum output
of 720 watts, this is a great unit for
unattended sites that require more
power.
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Installation and Measurement
Wind Monitoring

The big question this year has been “how do I know if I have a good wind site?”
Please use the following as a list of requirements.
You must have space. Generally, one acre or larger. A 100’ turbine tower
will require a surface of 50’x50’ for placement of guy wires as well as space
to facilitate the erection of the tower. Freestanding lattice towers are an
option, but an expensive one.
The wind tower, generally should have an unobstructed view for at least 400 feet, and be at least 40’ taller than
anything within that 400 feet. There are always exceptions to this, of course. Funnel effects from mountains,
prevailing winds over a body of water, etc will affect wind quality drastically.,
Commercial buildings may have facilities that would allow installation of wind generators on
the roof. If the conditions are correct, this can be a very effective use of roof space, providing
power directly into the building.
If you feel your site may have potential, and wish to pursue the project you have a
few options. Some clients like to install a small turbine, such as the Air 403. It allows
you to become accustomed to the operation and maintenance of a wind generator
and tower, and can also act as a wind monitor gauge. Smaller wind gauges
are available, but you must be cautioned: the accuracy of your results will vary
if you do not take a measurement at the hub height of the proposed turbine,
such as mounting on your roof.
You may also elect to install a wind monitoring system. A temporary tower, at the same height
you are considering for your tower is erected. Several different wind monitoring instruments
will gather the wind data from the site, which is either collected manually or can be transmitted
automatically via cell phone for analysis.
We offer many options for monitoring; please contact us with
the specics of your site and we will be pleased to provide
you with a quotation.
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Micro Hydro
If your site has a source of running water,
you simply must investigate its potential as
a source of electricity. Our experience has
demonstrated that water power will produce
between 10 and 100 times more power than
solar or wind for the same capital investment.
Since water ows day and night, a micro hydro
system requires far less battery storage than
other technologies. Even if the stream is far
away, it may still be viable. Seasonal streams
offer great performance when a hybrid water
and solar system is designed. When
your power requirements are the
highest, in the winter, the water
is usually flowing the fastest.
Solar modules are most efcient
when there is the most sun in
the summer.
Electricity is produced from the
energy in water flowing from a
high level to a lower level. This
change in elevation is called head
and supplies the pressure, which
drives the turbine. Flow is the
other factor contributing to power
production. It is usually limited by
the size of the creek. The amount
of electricity produced is directly
related to the head and ow. If the head or
ow is increased the power output increases
proportionally.
Many micro hydro systems can utilize the
existing pipe used by a gravity fed water system.
A couple of sprinklers on a two-inch pipe are
the equivalent of many kilowatt-hours per
month of micro hydro electricity.

Site considerations

Many factors work together to make a successful

micro hydro site. In order to have optimal
performance your equipment must neither be
too big nor too small. A turbine can be up to
a couple of kilometers away from where the
power is being used and still be cost effective.
It is far cheaper to run wire lines than it
is to extend the pipe length. Properly sized
transmission lines and high voltage generators
can deliver signicant amounts of power a
long ways away with acceptable losses and in
a cost effective fashion.
A large inverter will deliver
remarkable service from a
small battery based system
and save a lot of plumbing
and water handling. On the
other hand merely going a
little higher up the mountain
or using larger pipes can
produce enough extra power
to provide space heating and
eliminate batteries altogether If you have 100
GPM falling 10
by generating AC directly.
feet or 5 GPM
If your site permits, you falling 200 feet
can have a large AC turbine then you may
with all the functionality have a viable
of a 120/240 VAC fossil-fuel
source of
generator running 24 hours per day, but without
electricity from
the noise, smell, pollution and ongoing fuel
your stream.
and maintenance costs. While more expensive
than a battery charging system, continuous You simply must
investigate it
outputs of 3 kW or more will heat a home for much
of the year, in addition to supplying town-lifestyle further before
you decide on
appliance and lighting loads.
There is a lot more at stake, nancially and an alternative
otherwise in higher-powered systems. Please energy system
contact us for a reference to an AC micro hydro
design professional.
Hydro systems are very site specic. If you are
calling us to get a quote for your potential system,
please have the head and ow information
(next section) ready.

Measuring pressure

Water pressure is what produces power and
must be measured carefully. Micro hydro sites
range from a few pounds of pressure up to
150 PSI or more. The easiest way to measure
pressure is to look at a pressure gauge located
at the lowest point of an existing pipeline.
When no water is moving in the pipe (static
pressure) you can determine the vertical head by
multiplying the pressure by 2.31.
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Micro Hydro
If there is no pressure gauge or pipe available,
minute. These ows can be measured by
survey the site the old fashioned way (See
timing how long it takes to ll a bucket. A
illustration below). A rod is a stick that is eight
hundred gallons per minute will take three
feet long with each foot marked.
seconds to ll a ve-gallon bucket.
Hold it straight up in the air at
A micro hydro system typically only
the starting point. Every place
uses a small portion of the streams
that is level with the top of the
ow and has a very minor impact
ruler is also eight feet higher
to the overall stream. Diverting too
than the base. Using a level,
much of the water from a stream
sight along to a point that is level
will cause a negative environmental
with the top of the rod. This is
impact and should be avoided.
also eight feet above the starting
point. Next move the rod so that
Usually the pipe is the limiting
you can place the bottom on the
factor in determining what ow is
piece of ground that you marked
available. You’d be surprised how
as even with the top before. Now,
small a stream of water even 50
every place that is level with
gallons per minute is.
the top of the second setting of
the staff is 16 feet higher than the starting Measuring distance
It is not
point. Repeat as necessary. Heavy brush means
Some micro hydro systems use pipe that is
uncommon to
setting up more often. Add up your totals to
already installed for other purposes such as
have a turbine
get the elevation in feet.
irrigation or domestic water supply. 40 PSI
located long
is a common household pressure and can
distances from
For high head sites, over 200 feet, a sensitive
easily generate quite a lot of power. But in
the house. It is
altimeter can be used. Record the elevation at
order to predict how much power a pipe can
less expensive the bottom. Move to the top, and record the
produce, we need to know how long it is,
to run wire than altitude again. The difference in feet is your
what kind it is, and what its diameter is.
to run water
gross head. Repeat the process and average the
Since power can be moved quite a ways,
pipe
results for better accuracy. Because altimeters
the distance from where the power is to be
measure the difference in atmospheric pressure,
generated to where it is to be used needs to
choose a day when the weather is not changing
be known as well.
rapidly. Many modern GPS receivers also offer
an altimeter. The reliability of this will depend Generators
on your GPS unit and the signal strength.
Micro hydro uses a variety of generators
Again, take several readings and average them
to suit the wide range of sites available. A
for best accuracy.
specially adapted automotive alternator
provides low cost, DC output. These units
Measuring ow
are less expensive, but do require more
Flow is the volume of water per unit of time
frequent maintenance. Replacing brushes is a
available to the turbine. It varies seasonally and
relatively inexpensive and simple procedure
may vary along a creeks length if tributaries
that may be required every six months to
ow into it. Measuring the ow at different
two years of continuous use.
times of the year helps estimate the maximum
and minimum usable ow. Most micro hydro
A newer, high efciency permanent magnet
systems use less than a hundred gallons per
brushless generator is also available, which
makes this maintenance unnecessary. These
units have only one moving part and sealed
bearings. Generator maintenance is only
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Micro Hydro
required at intervals of many years. These Sample Site 1 - 50 Feet Head
units are adjustable to produce power efciently
In this example, we have a site that has 50
over a wide range of pressures.
feet of gross head or 22 PSI static pressure
(pressure with the valve closed). The length
of the pipe required to achieve this is 600
How much electricity is enough?
feet of two-inch poly pipe. Ordinary irrigation
There are many answers to this question. No
sprinklers will not operate very well in this
system is large enough to support waste. It is
site, but can produce around 80 kW/h of
important that you closely examine demand-side
power per month. This is ample power for
management and conservation rst, as you
efficient lighting, electronics, and modest
would with any alternative energy system. In
refrigeration needs.
a regular house with cheap electrical rates, a
household might use 700 kW/h month for basic
electrical service, not including heating and Sample Site 2 - 100 Feet Head
cooking which can come from other sources.
This sample site is similar to the rst example,
Basic energy conservation practices like using
except it has 100 feet of gross head or 43 PSI
compact uorescent bulbs and the elimination
static pressure. The same 600 foot length of
of phantom loads can easily cut this total in half
two-inch pipe is used. This penstock will use
to 350 kW/h per month. Custom appliances,
50 GPM. This site can produce over 235 kW/h
such as energy efficient refrigeration can
per month. As you can see, increasing the head
again reduce this load considerably. You must
has a dramatic effect on the power output.
remember that it is more economical to reduce
A site such as this is capable of running
your power consumption in the rst place.
larger loads such as power tools and larger
Battery charging systems generally don’t
appliances.
provide sufcient power for heating loads, other
than intermittent use. It can, however provide Sample Site 3 - Long Pipe
a home with the dozens of kilowatt-hours per
Let’s say that you have a very gradual slope,
month it needs for lights and music, or the few
and will require 6000 feet of two-inch pipe to
hundred kilowatt hours per month necessary
achieve 100 feet of vertical head. This penstock
for refrigeration and freezing.
will use 16 gallons per minute to produce 85
kW/h per month. Although you will spend more
time and money on the penstock, this will still
Sizing your system
be far more economical than Solar, Wind and
The samples below and formulas on the following
of course, fossil-fuel generators.
page are intended to give you a very rough
idea of the capabilities of your potential site.
This is by no means a comprehensive system Sample Site 4 - Spring Water
This source of this water is a spring.
design document, which is beyond the scope of
Spring water is generally warmer
this publication. If you are interested in learning
than other sources, and is less likely
more about detailed design and installation
to freeze. A spring that produces 5
of micro hydro systems, please see our course
GPM, dropping 200 feet in 1.5 inch
listings on the following pages.
pipe that is 1000 feet long will produce
70 kW/h per month!
You can determine how much power a system
will produce quite accurately when you take
all the different factors into account. Exact site Sample Site 5 - High Flow, Low
measurements are absolutely essential. Simply
Head
guessing your head and ow will generally
This site uses 300 feet of four-inch
leave you with disappointing results. The
aluminium or poly pipe with 20
samples sites below are intended to give you
feet of head. If 200 GPM of water
a very rough idea of the amount of electricity
is available, it will produce upwards of 185
available from various sites. The following
kW/h per month.
page provides some formulas so that you may
further calculate your site’s potential. Again, Sample Site 6 - Large Site
this is only intended as a rough idea. Actual
A lot of power can be produced by four inch
site calculations involve other variables that
pipe. A 900 foot length of pipe with 310 feet of
need to be taken into account.
head that uses 200 GPM can easily produce
thousands of kW/h per month. This is enough
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Micro Hydro Equations
drop in elevation of 80 feet. Thus the static
head (HS) is 80 feet. The ow (F) available
from the creek is measured to be 48 US Gallons
per minute.

Equations

A good approximation of the power available
to a battery charging micro hydro system
is given by:
From a pipe friction table, friction losses for
2 inch PVC pipe at 48 USGM are 2.7 feet
per hundred feet.
Hydro turbines and generators for AC only micro
hydro systems are more efcient, so the above
power equation needs to be modied:

Example Battery System

The total distance between where we wish to
draw the water from the creek and where the
turbine will be located is 600 feet. Thus the
length of the pipeline (LP) must be 600 feet
long. Along this 600 foot pipeline there is a

Power generated would be approximately 219
watts. Over 24 hours over 5 kWh of energy
would be produced. In a nominal 12 volt system
the turbine and generator would deliver
approximately 15 amps continuously or 360
amp / hours per day.

Micro Hydro Courses
Microhydro is usually a do it yourself project, with the user as general contractor. Because of the many
factors involved, EA offers the following support options:

In-Class Courses

Bob Mathews, a well known expert in the eld of micro hydro offers an intensive weekend long course.
This is offered through various colleges throughout BC, with a varying schedule. If you are interested
in taking this course, please contact us and we will let you know the current course schedule. The
fees vary, but generally around $120. This course will give you the knowledge required to assess the
potential of a stream, size system components and estimate costs. A variety of equipment will be on
display in addition to slides, overheads and lms.

Correspondence Courses

Energy Alternatives is pleased to announce a comprehensive self-paced course for those that are
unable to attend one of the in-class sessions. This course is available as an online (Internet) course
through our website, or for those without internet access, is available in print or CD ROM format. By
working through the modules of this course, at your own place, you will gain the knowledge required to
design and plan and install your own system.

Consultation

Better and more focused than the course. An award winning project developer will tell you everything
you need to know about your particular project to ensure success. We can work with you to gather
site data, engineer and design the system and provide the support required. Alternatively, we
can also send a microhydro professional to your site to perform an extensive site evaluation and
recommendation. A wise investment for larger systems!
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Micro Hydro Products
Harris Hydroelectric

This unit uses a classic 4-inch Pelton style runner, mounted in a powder coated
aluminium housing. Supplied with the 80 A Ford alternator,which has been proven
to provide years of reliable service. A newer, permanent magnet alternator will be
available soon. The Pelton-Style turbine is slightly more efcient than the Turgo,
and making it the unit of choice when ow rates are low. It will accomodate up to 4
half-inch diameter jets and is rated to 600 feet of head.

Energy Systems & Design

Energy Systems & Design, formerly known as Powerhouse Paul has been producing micro hydro
turbines since 1980. Their turbines use 4” pitch diameter bronze Turgo runners. A variety
of generators can be t such as an automotive generator or a brushless permanent
magnet alternator. Brushless alternators offer many advantages including: an
adjustable eld to provide the most efcient output over a range of pressures;
lower maintenance as there are no more brushes to have to replace. It can
produce over 700 kW/h per month. The Turgo design allows larger jets and
thus is used in situations that require a lot of water ow. It can be equipped
with up to four universal nozzles that are adjustable
with threaded inserts from 1/8 to a maximum of one inch,
and an output current meter. The entire system is made of non-corrosive
alloys for long life and durability.
New from ES&D is the LH1000 - a turbine designed for low head, high volume
situations. A site that has 10’ of head and 1000 GPM will produce upwards of
1000 Watts. Great for those folks with high volume, low head water sources that
were previously difcult to utilize without large dams.

Aquair UnderWater

This turbine was originally designed as a tow generator for barges or sail boats. If you
have a slow moving, high volume body of water such as a stream or tidal current, this is
an ideal unit for you. Installation is accomplished by simply lowering the unit into moving
water, and does not require the infrastructure or precise calculations of conventional micro
hydro systems. You will need a rigid support mechanism that will not be damaged by
seasonal increases in ow. The generator is a permanent magnet, oil sealed generator.
This unit will produce 70 kW/h per month in a 9 MPH stream. The heavy duty aluminium
propeller can be hammered back into shape when it is damaged by debris. An optional
propeller guard and spare propeller are wise investments.

Controllers

All micro hydro systems require proper regulation. If a
hydro generator is disconnected from the battery, as
standard on-off type solar controllers do, your turbine will
over speed and possibly damage itself. A specic type
of controller such as the Trace C-40/60 is an ideal
unit (please see p.47 for more information). These
controllers work by creating an auxiliary load such as a
hot water heating element, or a simple bank of inefcient
incandescent lights to “dump” power to when the
batteries become full. AC only hydro control is similar
in function but more sophisticated and powerful than
the DC model.
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New Micro Hydro Products
The Power Pal is a revolutionary new and low cost hydroelectric generating
unit. Originally designed for third world electrication projects, it features low
impact installation, simplicity and reliability.
Technically, the Power Pal turbine is a xed vane, xed blade
propeller turbine with a permanent magnet AC generator mounted
at the other end of a common shaft.
Power Pal operates at a head (vertical drop) of 5 feet. The
small unit requires about 500 gallons per minute, which is the
amount of water that flows over a weir three feet wide and
three inches deep.
The Power Pal is “right sized”. Falling water is so “energy dense” that a small and steady
output adds up to real power. The 200 watt unit
produces 144 kilowatt hours per month of AC
power. To put this in perspective, a solar and
wind hybrid system of comparable output would
cost well over $12,000.
Power Pal is economical because it is complete,
where other systems require additional pieces:
controller, batteries, inverter and penstock.
And, the Power Pal puts out AC power. If
battery storage is required, this unit can charge a battery
bank with ease.
Don’t forget, though, that this unit is made for Third World use.
The control mechanism is manual and needs to be turned
up and down, or loads plugged in and out, to operate. As a result, frequency and voltage may
vary too much for sensitive loads. Also, the surge capacity for this unit means that it will only
start many common motors if they are modied by installing a start capacitor and do not exceed
the power output of the PowerPal.

Harris Permanent Magnet

A new option for the ever-popular Harris pelton hydro turbine is the permanent magnet (PM) alternator. This
technology offers signicant advantages over previous systems in reliability and efciency.
The PM is a brushless alternator, which means that your hydroelectric turbine has only one moving part. The
PM eliminates the periodic replacement of brushes that is required when using automotive type alternators.
There is no regular maintenance. Bearings go many years between changes.
The other advantage of the PM alternator is efficiency. This
technology is an advance over other brushless designs by
offering far higher efciency at all power levels. Water to wire
efficiency approaches that of large industrial hydroelectric
systems for the rst time.
Prices for the Harris start at $1548 for the single nozzle version.
Many options are available including high voltage, additional
nozzles, etc. The permanent magnet alternator costs an additional
$998, a very wise investment.
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Micro Hydro Education
There is much talk these days about microhydro, yet there is a lack of local expert advise for people
considering smaller hydro projects. These small projects generally do not warrant the services of large
engineering rms. When you design and install your own system you are truly taking control of your
power generation and will realize signicant cost savings.
Energy Alternatives offers you several alternatives if you are looking to learn more about
micro hydro.

In Class Training

Bob Mathews, a well known expert in the eld of micro
hydro offers an intensive weekend long course. This is
offered through various colleges throughout BC, with a
varying schedule. The fees vary, but generally around
$120. This course will give you the knowledge required to
assess the potential of a stream, size system components
and estimate costs. A variety of equipment will be on display in addition to slides, overheads and lms.
Contact Bob Mathews directly at (250) 679-8589 for schedule information.

Self Study Online Training

Energy Alternatives is proud to introduce the world’s rst dynamic, interactive on-line micro hydro
course. This course is intended to be taken on-line for those with internet access. It is also available on
CD ROM to run on your computer without internet access.
Students are encouraged to take this course
with a specic site in mind. They will be taken
through the entire design stages, based on
their site. The thing with Micro Hydro is every site is unique. The hardware may be similar, but that’s where
it ends. Any project has a myriad of small challenges, which may seem simple initially, but we can help you
learn from other’s mistakes. Imagine, for instance choosing the wrong glue for your pipe, and realizing this
after spending countless days gluing pipe together, only to nd it fail in service.
This course is presented by Scott Davis, an award winning renewable energy project developer who dropped
out of graduate school in 1977 to work on a village scale microhydro system and has subsequently owned,
operated, built, tinkered on and sold microhydro equipment for many years.

Consultation, Site Assessment and Installation Services

Perhaps you have a site and know enough about hydro, but wish to consult with an expert. We offer a
number of one-on-one services with a microhydro design engineer. For a at rate of $100 we will
work with the site data you have provided us and information about the site. We will conduct a
preliminary feasibility assessment of your site, and provide you with a written analysis of your site
and initial recommendation for hardware.
If desired, we can also send a representative to conduct a professional
site analysis for you, and offer a detailed report.
If your site makes sense, and you wish to develop it, we can work with
you in a number of different roles. We can act as a general contractor
and see the project through, or we can help your general contractor and
assist with nal conguration and setup.
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Inverters
The inverter is a basic component of any Grid Intertie
independent power system that requires AC
These inverters are designed to interact with
power. Inverters convert DC power stored in
the utility and sell power back to the utility
batteries into AC power to run conventional
when there is a surplus. Two distinct styles are
appliances. Popular items run from an inverter
available: those that have no battery storage
include computers, entertainment systems,
and feed power directly into the grid, and those
power tools and kitchen appliances.
that function like a standard battery based
alternative energy system, but when there is
Just over a decade ago inverters were so
Inverters
excess power it is sold back to the utility. You
inefcient and unreliable, many people restricted
can truly become your own power company
convert DC
and not only a user of power, but a provider
electricity that is themselves to 12 volt lights and appliances. If
you have tried shopping for 12 volt appliances
as well.
stored in
lately, you will nd there is a limited selection
batteries into
available. The efcient and reliable modern
There are multiple layers of bureaucracy that
AC electricity
inverter and the availability of efficient,
surround this issue, to say the least! Expect
that is used to
inexpensive 120 volt AC lighting has led
to hear more about it in the future as BC
power
many people to wire their dwellings for AC
Hydro and Canada in general lag behind the
conventional
power only.
United States and European countries as far
appliances
as accepting this technology.
There are three waveforms produced by solid
state inverters. The simplest, a square wave,
You can purchase a fully certied grid intertie
used to be all that was available. Today it is
inverter system that is compliant with world
very rare. Many appliances will not operate
wide accepted standards, plug it into your
on a square wave.
house and become a power provider. This is
not Science-Fiction, or a product from Popular
Mechanics. These are certied products that
Modied Sine Wave (Quasi-Sine)
are available, off the shelf for people just
Modied sine wave or quasi-sine wave inverters
like you to use!
were the second generation of power inverter.
They are a considerable improvement over
square wave inverters. These popular inverters
represent a compromise between the low
harmonics (a measure of waveform quality) of a
true sine wave inverter and the higher cost and
lower efciency of a true sine wave inverter.
Modied sine wave inverters approximate a
sine wave and have low enough harmonics that
they do not cause problems with household
equipment. They run TV’s, stereos, induction
motors (including capacitor start), universal
motors, computers, microwave, and more quite
well. The main disadvantage of a modied
sine wave inverter is that the peak voltage
varies with the battery voltage. Inexpensive
electronic devices with no regulation of their
power supply may behave erratically when the
battery voltage uctuates.

True Sine Wave

True sine wave inverters represent the latest
inverter technology. The waveform produced
by these inverters is the same as or better than
the power delivered by the utility. Harmonics
are virtually eliminated and all appliances
operate properly with this type of inverter. They
are, however, signicantly more expensive than
their modied sine wave cousins.
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What to Look for in an Inverter

Installing an inverter and battery bank allows
the generator to operate as a battery charger
eliminating the need to run the generator all
the time. When the generator is off, loads are
powered by the inverter (taking energy from
the batteries). Today’s solid state inverters
can start and run difcult motors like washing
machines, submersible pumps, table saws, air
compressors, etc. A small inverter can also be
used to run a small load a long distance from
the batteries, such as a light down at the dock,
saving the cost of heavy DC wiring.

Surge capacity

Most inverters will deliver two to three times
their continuous rated power depending on
the design. This surge capacity allows the
inverter to deliver enough power to start
large electric motors such as pump motors
and power tools.

Idle current

All inverters use some power even when no
loads are turned on. This is the idle current of
the inverter. It is a xed amount and is always
present as a load on your battery when your
inverter is turned on. Some inverters have a
search mode which reduces idle current by
turning the inverter on and off every second
to search for a load. If no load is present the
inverter stays in search mode.

Battery charger

Many inverters feature built in battery chargers.
This allows the battery to be charged from an
AC power source such as a generator or the
utility. When an inverter is used in a back
up power system the battery charger is a key
feature of the inverter. If a signicant amount
of the power being delivered to your battery
is coming from a generator, battery charger
size may be very important. Having a charger
that is too small will require running your
generator for too long under a low load to achieve
a proper charge. It is most efcient to use your
generator to its maximum capacity so you can
minimize the running time.

Efciency

Modern inverters can achieve efciencies as
high as 95% and typically operate above 85%
at full power. Efciency varies from model
to model and according to the relative load
on the inverter. True sine wave inverters are
usually less efcient than modied sine wave
inverters. Overall efciency may be similar
due to the energy lost in the harmonics of a
modied sine wave, especially when running
motor loads.

Generators

Generators and inverters are an ideal match.
An inverter operates small loads like lights and
computers more efciently than a generator.
Large, intermittent loads like pumps, power
tools and microwaves are also perfect for
an inverter, but expensive to operate with a
generator. Small jobs are tough on a generator.
Running diesel generators under low load
causes excessive carbon build-up on valves,
shortening the generator’s life. A generator
drinks almost as much fuel for light duty as it
does for heavy duty.
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Battery and Inverter Subsystem

•
•
•
•
•

The heart of most stand alone alternate energy
systems is a battery and inverter. If you
are already using a gas or diesel generator
you should consider a battery and inverter
subsystem. This allows you to achieve the
following benets before making a decision
about PV, wind or micro hydro.
AC power is available 24 hours a day with
the ick of a switch.
The generator can be run at convenient times for
direct AC power and battery charging.
Generator operation is much more efcient.
Energy costs are lowered because generator
run time is reduced.
Generator capacity is better utilized as a result
of battery storage.

Chargers / Transfer Relay

Many inverters come with a built-in battery
charger. This eliminates the purchase of an
additional component to charge your battery
bank from grid power or a generator. Most
models with a charger have a built in transfer
relay. This allows a unit to operate AC loads
directly from an external source (such as
a generator or grid power). All of the trace
units are able to switch from generator or
grid power to inverter power fast enough
to prevent computers or electronics from
crashing - allowing them to function as an
uninterruptible power supplies. Most of the
electronic equipment (computers, network
components, phone system, web server) at
Energy Alternatives is run through a Trace
inverter, providing us uninterrupted usage
during power failures and brownouts which
happens several times a week. Our battery
bank provides us enough power to keep
everything running for many hours during
power outages.

Stacking

Stacking two inverters together allows them
to produce double their rated capacity as
well as 3-wire, 220 VAC power. This enables
you to operate large power tools, deep well
pumps and any other load that requires
220 VAC power.

www.EnergyAlternatives.ca
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Inverter Products
Through a recent series of acquisitions, Xantrex Technology Inc., based in Burnaby, BC controls a
signicant portion of inverter production companies. Trace, Statpower, Heart Interface, and Cruising
Equipment Company are now all owned by Xantrex. Each of these companies still maintains their
unique production facilities and product lines.

Trace Engineering

Trace Engineering manufactures our most popular inverters. In terms of both reliability and performance,
Trace is the standard that other inverters are measured against. They have been producing a
constantly improving product from their Arlington, Washington factory since 1984. Trace Engineering
continues to lead the alternative energy industry as a manufacturer of high quality, extremely
reliable inverter and chargers for alternative energy and back-up applications. Their product
line includes the following units.

Trace Tiger Series

New from Trace is a low cost, reliable and easy to operate inverter for homes, cabins or
ofces. A self-contained unit
that has built in AC outlets, AC
line in cord and battery cables.
Connect it to a suitable deep cycle
battery and it’s ready to use. Ideal as an
Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) in an ofce
due to it’s simplicity. SB models include a 3 stage
battery charger and AC transfer relay.
Options – BTS, RC-8, SB

Trace UX Series

For smaller systems in home, ofce or light industrial
applications, the UX series is an ideal unit. Efcient and
affordably priced, with optional three stage battery charger
(SB Models) makes these
units ideal for backup
systems.
Options BTS, RC-8, SB
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Trace DR Series

The DR Series continues to be the mid range workhorse of the Trace lineup. These units are available in
1.5, 2.4 and 3.6 kW versions which are stackable for 120/240 VAC. They all feature an adjustable three
stage battery charger, adjustable search mode, auto transfer relay which will reliably keep computers
operational when the power goes down. I have been using a DR1512 for ve years now and nd it hard to
beat. This unit would power a full sized
tablesaw when a 2500 watt generator
would stall while cutting hardwoods.
It has a selector to allow what type of
battery you have as well as a manual
equalization mode.
Options – BTS, RC-8, DRI, DRCB

Trace Legend / Mariner Series

The new Legend series are
designed for the RV and marine
market. They feature a ve year
warranty and quality design
and construction you expect
from Trace. Available sizes
from 600 to 3000W, the larger
units feature the largest charger
available in a small inverter –
140A. A marine version is also
available that has the same
specications but designed for the
harsh marine environment.
Options RC-6, RC-7, RC-8,
RC-9, BTS

C all 1 800 265 8898
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Inverter Products
Trace SW Series II

The ultimate choice in the
Trace lineup is the Trace SW
pure sine wave inverter. It is
more than just an inverter, it is
a fully functional grid-intertie
capable power conversion
center. The SW series will
run almost any load you can
imagine, without noise, hum
or other erratic operation. It
comes with an internal AC
transfer relay, making these
units ideal for use with an
existing generator.
Coupled with a set of high
quality batteries (such as the
Global Yuasa forklift cells),
you can reduce your generator
run time to a few hours a day
instead of constant use. These
units feature a programmable
generator start circuit that
allows truly hands-off operation.
It will automatically start and stop your auto-start capable generator when the batteries require charging
(but can be told when not to run so not to wake you in the middle of the night!) Two units can be operated
in a series to achieve up to 11 kW of 120/240 VAC power continuously and
upwards of 30kW in surge mode! Features a user friendly digital control
unit and display mounted on the inverter, with an optional remote display.
These units have the famed Sell feature that allows grid-connected
folks to sell their surplus power back to the grid! You can truly become
your own power company.
Options BTS, SWI, SWRC, SWCB, SWI-PAR

Trace PS Series

This is a more economical version of the SWII inverter. For those of you that are looking for a high-quality,
high-power sine wave inverter but do not require all the features in the SW series II inverter, this
may be your ideal choice. Priced approximately $700 less, it produces 2.5 kW of the same
high-quality pure sine wave power that the SW series does. The cost has been reduced
by removing some of the features that not all users require - such as automatic
generator start, grid intertie, and the built in digital meter, which is an option
on this model. Available in a 12 or 24 volt version.
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Exeltech

Exeltech has a long-standing reputation as a manufacturer of top
quality pure sine wave inverters. The quality of power that these
inverters create is
far superior to utility
supplied power.
They are known for
their ability to run
sensitive electronics without a hum or a buzz.
The XP series which ranges in size from 125
to 1100 watts, is the most popular series for
general use. The small units are ideal for running
small computers and sensitive electronics.
The trade off, is that they are not as efcient,
have a much higher idle current draw and no
battery charger. Most people use these to power
sensitive electronics as an addition to their whole
house inverter to run everything else. The MX
series is a modular, rack mount, industrial quality
inverter with no upper limit in size available.
Used in mission-critical power systems with
optional redundant components assures 100%
uptime. Due to the custom conguration of these
units, please contact us for more information.
All Exeltech units are available in 12, 24, 32,
48, 66, 108 VDC input.

Statpower

Burnaby, BC based Statpower Technologies continues to lead the small inverter market. We carry their
Prowatt line of inverters ranging from
50 to 2500 watts. They make smaller
units such as the Notepower 50 or 75
watt unit, but have decided not to carry
them as the price difference is so small
you may as well purchase the Prowatt
150. Statpower also offers a light-duty
line called the PortaWattz which we
have decided not to carry. Although the
pricing is attractive, you do get what
you pay for. They are designed for light
duty, occasional use not the demands
of people living on and relying on this
technology on a daily basis.
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Inverter Options
DC Disconnect

For safety sake and to meet Electrical Code specications, you are required to provide a
means of disconnection as well as over current protection. This product does both. Available
in 250 or 175 amps continuous rating, expandible to include a second inverter as well
as auxiliary breakers for solar / wind generators. This product comes in a powder
coated metal enclosure designed to give your installation a truly professional look
and feel. The large DC breaker is available as a separate item to incorporate into
your existing fuse panel.

Conduit Boxes

Conduit boxes are available for the SW and DR series inverters. These boxes mount on
the ends of the inverter and provide a safe and professional cover for the AC and DC wiring.
They are required for installations that must pass electrical inspection.

Battery Temperature Sensor (BTS)

An option for all trace inverters, and C series solar charge controllers, this
handy little device mounts on your battery and measures its temperature.
This information is sent to the inverter or controller which automatically
adjusts charging voltage to ensure full battery charge regardless of the
ambient temperature.

Trace Fuse Block

This product has a DC rated class T fuse in with a clear, protective removable cover.
Available in 110, 200, 300, 400A sizes. It is essential that high current devices such as
inverters are protected from wiring faults and overloads.

Trace 240 Autotransformer

This transformer allows you to power 240 VAC loads from a single 120 VAC inverter
(providing the inverter is suitably sized). It can be used in reverse to convert 240
VAC power to 120 VAC as well as to boost line voltage for long distance installations
or as a generator balancing transformer.

Stacking Interface (SWI)

Available for SW and DR series inverters. These allow two identical units to operate together
to produce 120/240 VAC power.

Remote Controls

Trace manufactures several different remote controls with different functions.
RC6 for Legend and Mariner inverters. Basic on / off switch with LED
bar graph of DC voltage and amps
RC7 Full function remote control with LCD display and status LEDs
RC8 Basic remote on / off push button control with single LED status
indicator
RC9 Basic remote control panel for Legend 1500 Series
SWRC Full function remote control with LCD display for SW and PS
series sine wave inverters

Inverter Cables

Industrial-grade welding cable with crimped and soldered
lugs, available in various sizes according to your requirements, color coded.
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Batteries
Storage batteries are the heart of an independent Stationary Batteries
power system. They store electricity for use
These cells, common known as utility backup
at a later time when a charging source (sun,
cells are used by telephone companies for
wind, water or generator) is not available. They
back-up power supply systems. They are often
also provide a reserve of available energy to
designed with calcium alloy plates which are
run loads that require more power than that
not for deep cycling, so they are poor batteries
provided by the charging source.
for a most renewable energy systems. However,
they may be suitable for use in systems where
Batteries wear out and must eventually be
there is no requirement for autonomy such
replaced. Regular monitoring and maintenance
as a micro hydro installation. When batteries
will extend the life span of your battery bank
are used this way, also referred to as “oat
and save you money. The deeper they are
service”, they are storing reserve energy for peak
discharged, the shorter their life span will be.
load demands. Stationary 2V cells frequently
Batteries contain toxic materials and should
come in a clear casing.
be disposed of properly.

Choosing a Battery

There are many types of batteries available.
Many are unsuitable for an independent power
system. Choosing the right type of battery is
the rst step in designing a reliable renewable
energy system.

Engine Starting Batteries

Car batteries are designed to provide a brief,
high current for engine starting, not for deep
discharge applications. The “Cold Cranking
Amps” rating does not indicate the battery’s
storage capacity. The thin plates in these
batteries are good for a quick release of
energy, but deep discharging will cause rapid
deterioration. These are a poor choice for
alternative energy systems.

Be aware of
false claims by
some
manufacturers.
The term “Deep
Cycle” is too
often misused.
Most “deep
cycle” batteries
bought from
automotive
stores are not
truly designed
for deep cycle
applications

RV and Marine Batteries

These Batteries are a compromise between
engine starting batteries and deep cycle
batteries. The plates are similar to the engine
starting batteries and will not withstand
repeated deep discharging. They are adequate
for small (under 200 amp / hours) systems and
might last 2 to 4 years. These are not a true
deep discharge battery despite the claims on the
label to be a “deep cycle” battery.

Motive Power Batteries

Motive batteries are deep-cycle batteries used
to provide energy for electric vehicles such
as golf carts and forklifts. They have thick
plates that will withstand many deep discharge
cycles. These are used for most independent
power systems as they are durable, have good
storage capacity and are cost effective. These
are usually in a 2, 6 or 12V casing. Typically,
the golf cart batteries will last four to seven
years, while the Global-Yuasa forklift batteries
will last 10 to 20 years.
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Gel (sealed) Batteries

Gel cells are lled with an electrolyte that is
in the form of a gel or sponge. It is not possible
to service this type of battery or replace
the electrolyte. They have a much shorter
life and cost considerably more than liquid
lled batteries. These batteries require no
maintenance, tolerate low temperatures, do not
spill and do not produce corrosive gases. They
are good at remote sites where maintenance is
not possible and cold weather prevails. Precise
charge control is critical.
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Batteries
New Technologies

Temperature

There have been several advances in battery
Ideally a battery bank should be protected
technology over the last few years. Unfortunately,
from cold and be maintained at a constant
they are not yet available in an affordable
temperature. Battery capacity is signicantly
manner for large scale use in alternative energy
reduced as temperatures decrease. For example,
systems. The Ovonic Battery Company (which
if a battery is rated as 600 a/h at 60°C, its
is part of the same family as Uni-Solar) is
rating will drop to 300 a/h at -20°C. Batteries
currently gearing up for production of a battery
must be derated when operated in cold
used primarily in electric vehicle applications.
climates. Protecting your battery from cold
This Nickel Metal Hydride (NiMH) battery
temperatures will improve the performance of
boasts a fast recharge capability (up to 60%
your electrical system.
capacity in 15 minutes), ability to deliver high
current without dropping cell voltage and most Capacity
signicantly these batteries weigh half as much
The capacity of deep cycle batteries is measured
as lead acid counterparts. We will continue to
in amp / hours (a/h). The rate of discharge
monitor these advances in battery technology
affects the total capacity. The slower the
and will add these to our product line when they
discharge, the higher the capacity. A 20 hour
become readily available and affordable.
discharge is often used when labeling a battery
for renewable energy use. However, 72 or 100
hour rates are sometimes used. A battery rated
at 800 a/h at a 20 hour rate can sustain a
discharge of 40 amps for 20 hours before it
is completely discharged. When purchasing
a battery bank, one should consider price,
quality, battery bank size, length of expected
service, and weight.

Battery Installation
Generally, batteries receive sufcient protection
from west coast weather conditions if they
are placed in an insulated box adjacent to
the house. In other parts of Canada, many
people place their batteries in an underground
insulated box. This is a good way to protect
them from freezing weather but the pit must
be well drained.

Battery Care

• Keep terminals clean and tight.
• Keep batteries charged. Do not store them
in discharged state.
• Periodic equalization is needed, especially
with deeper discharge cycles.
• Avoid totally discharging your batteries. This
shortens their life considerably
• Inspect cells every three months for water
Batteries may be installed inside a home if
loss.
they are vented to the outside. When batteries
are charging they give off hydrogen and other
gases, which are explosive, corrosive, and foul
smelling. To minimize the risk of re, batteries
must be in a vented compartment separate
from any other electrical components. If battery
cables to the inverter are run in conduit, it is
necessary to seal the conduit at the battery
box to prevent gases from rising up the conduit
and reaching the other electrical components.
Even Gel cells, which are sealed, should be kept
away from sources of ame, sparks and heat.
Batteries should always be installed so children
do not have access to them.
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Battery Products
Global-Yuasa

Global batteries are heavy duty, deep cycle, forklift cells. They are ideal for larger
independent power systems. Tubular type plates rmly hold the active materials
in place ensuring a long service life. The cases and covers are made of impact
resistant polypropylene for durability. The long life expectancy of these cells easily
makes up for the slightly higher cost. Generally, they cost twice as much as golf cart batteries, yet their
lifespan is four times that of a golf cart battery. It is not uncommon for these batteries to last over 20
years! To make handling easier, we recommend our painted plywood boxes with handles. Each box holds
two cells and comes with welded interconnects for greater reliability.
Each Global cell is 2 volts and a wide range of sizes are available. They are sold in sets of six to
make 12 volts. Pro-rated 10 year warranty.

Golf Cart 6V

These 6 volt deep cycle motive power batteries continue to be the mainstay of smaller systems.
Manufactured by Dyno battery in Seattle, they have proven to be an excellent performer. Available
in 225, 245 and 350 a/h sizes, sold in pairs to make a 12V battery. Each pair includes a cable
to connect the cells in series.
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Battery Chargers
Battery chargers are voltage transformers.
They take 120 volt AC power and transform it
to lower voltage DC power for battery charging.
The voltage of the battery charger is set higher
than the battery voltage. This is what causes
current to ow.
If the charger voltage is set too low it will
take a long time to charge your battery. Many
battery chargers are intentionally set at a low
voltage which allows slow charging without
over charging the battery. If the voltage is set
too high, your battery will be charged and it
will begin gassing as it is over charged. This
is done intentionally during an equalization
charge, but should be avoided at
all other times.

the battery bank. This is a consideration
when purchasing an inverter with a built in
battery charger. There is an advantage to
purchasing an inverter with a greater battery
charging capacity.

Charger Efciency

Charger efciency is important since the size
of your generator may limit the maximum
charge rate of your battery charger. Cheap
automotive type chargers achieve only 50% to
60% efciency when running on a generator.
Better quality chargers will achieve as high as
86% efciency. Your generator must be large
enough to operate your battery charger and
the other loads you operate while
battery charging.

Charging Stages

A constant voltage battery charger
really has two stages. The rst
stage, or bulk charging stage,
occurs when the battery voltage
is low and the charger delivers
its maximum rated current to
the battery. The current remains
constant as the voltage rises.
Once the voltage rises to the
voltage setting of the charger the
current starts decreasing. This
is the second stage or absorption
stage.

Trickle Charge

The nal or trickle charge rate of
your battery bank is calculated by
dividing the battery capacity by 100
(the C/100 rate). Once the current
from your battery charger tapers to
this rate, your battery is essentially
full. Another two hours of trickle
charging is recommended, but this
slow charge rate may not be cost
effective when charging from a
generator. If you anticipate a sunny
afternoon, charge your batteries
with the generator in the morning
and let the sun supply the trickle

Some battery chargers have a
third stage that occurs once the
current has decreased to a trickle charge and
charge.
the battery is full. The charger reduces its
voltage setting to a oat voltage and a small Charge Time
current flows into the battery in order to
It will take longer to charge your batteries than
maintain it at a full charge.
you expect. A battery voltage of 14.8 volts does
not mean the batteries are charged and the
Maximum Charge Rate
generator can be turned off. Do not be fooled
A rule of thumb is to divide the amp / hour
by your voltmeter. Your batteries have not
capacity of your battery by 10 (this is called the
completed charging until the charge rate has
C/10 rate) to arrive at an appropriate charge
tapered to the C/100 rate.
rate. The initial charge rate may be as high as
C/3, but this rate will only be maintained for Battery Life and Fuel Costs
a short time and it may not be economical to
Some people choose to charge their battery only
purchase such a large battery charger.
to the 80% or 90% level, and equalize more
often. This results in a trade off of battery life
Inverter / Chargers
for fuel costs and generator maintenance. The
A generator powered battery charger is most
best choice is to coordinate heavy appliance
efficient when the initial rate of charge is
use (vacuuming and washing) with your
between C/10 and C/3 of the rated capacity of
battery charging. Operate those loads while
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Battery Charger Products
the battery is trickle charging.

Iota Engineering

These are extremely cost effecive power supplies / battery chargers.
It can be used as a 12V power supply with no batteries if desired.
No special filters are required for radios and stereos. They operate
at a wide range of input voltages and frequencies and still maintain
full power output and constant voltage. Iota chargers automatically
taper the charge current as batteries reach full charge. A manual
jumper allows you to choose between 14.2 VDC charging and 13.4
VDC for float service. An optional IQ-3 adapter turns this unit into a
smart, 3-stage charger. Solid state electronics and light weight ferrite transformers
are used to achieve a remarkable 86% charging efficiency.
These chargers should not be connected to the generator
while starting and stopping due to low voltage conditions
and spikes that can lead to failure. We recommend the
use of a switch that is turned off during starting and
stopping of the generator. Available in 12 or 24V. Two
year limited warranty.

Charge Controllers
Do you need a charge controller – the simple
answer is yes! Photovoltaic charge controllers
are devices used to protect batteries from
damage due to overcharging. They limit the
voltage and current delivered to a battery.
Some have additional features such as a low
voltage disconnect to prevent your batteries
from being over discharged.

Choosing a Charge Controller

Modern day controllers with sophisticated
microprocessor based circuitry have all but
replaced the older on / off type controllers.
For that reason, we have decided only to carry
these modern, PWM (Pulse-Width Modulation)
controllers. The tables accompanying the
different models are designed so that you can
compare the functionality between controllers.
Models may appear similar, but there are some
important differences between each of the
models. When choosing a charge controller
for your system keep in mind that you may
want to expand your charging capability. A
larger controller may be a wise investment. The
Morningstar and Solar Commander controllers
allow you to connect more controllers in
parallel to increase capacity; Trace controllers
do not allow that.
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Rated Current

This is the current that the controller is able
to regulate on a constant basis. Models are all
designed with a buffer zone that allows them
to handle larger loads for a short period of
time. Having said this, it’s always hardest
on electronics when they are working at
100%. Make sure to be on the safe side and
estimate on the large side when choosing
a controller.

Load Controller

This function allows an auxiliary load to be
turned on and off according to battery voltage.
Depending on how you wire this, it will allow
an unattended site to completely shut down
during low voltage conditions to protect the
battery, or can shut off only non-essential
loads. Some controllers will function as a
charge regulator and a load controller (such
as the Trace C12), whereas the larger trace
units function as a charge regulator or a
load controller.
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Charge Controllers
Load Diversion Controller

Allows excessive current to be diverted to
an auxiliary load such as a resistive heating
element. This style of controller is essential
on hydro and some wind systems that require
a constant load to be on the generator. If the
turbine was allowed to free-wheel they would
damage themselves.

Lighting Controller

Allows the unit to turn lighting on and off
according to light conditions.

Battery Temperature Sensor

The models here have two different types
of battery sensor - internal or external.
The requirement for a battery temperature
calibration depends on your system and the
environment it is installed in. If your location is
not subject to extreme temperature conditions,
you may not need it. If your batteries will
be more or less the same temperature as the
controller, an internal battery temp sensor will
be sufcient. If your batteries are installed at
an external location, then a remote battery
temperature sensor is required.

Type

Pulse-Width Modulation (PWM) is a term that Display
Several different types of displays are available.
essentially means switching the circuit on
LED displays tend to be either bar graphs
and off extremely quickly. Instead of old style
(TC60) or individual LEDs that ash in a code
controllers where you could actually watch
or color you must decipher. LEDs provide the
the voltage rise and fall as it switched on and
simplest form of display and are suited for
off every few seconds, this technology is much
installations that are very small or have
more efcient and can result in a better charge
an alternate metering system (such as the
being put into the battery faster.
TriMetric). LCD displays show voltage, current,
state of charge and other statistics. Some
PV Disconnect Breaker
controllers allow for an external display so
A physical breaker that allows you to disconnect
that you can mount it in a convenient location
the solar array from the system. This is required
for viewing.
on any electrical system and needs to be present
somewhere in your system

Reverse Polarity Protection

Protects the controller in the event that the
charge source or the battery is connected
incorrectly.

Low Voltage Disconnect / Reconnect

The voltage at which the controller disconnects
and reconnects the loads it controls. Some
controllers are adjustable, some are xed.

Equalize Mode

Batteries require periodic equalization as
part of their routine maintenance. Some
controllers have an auto equalize whereas they
automatically trigger this event every month
or so and some controllers will also trigger
equalize mode after the batteries have been
deeply discharged
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Charge Controller Products

Trace Engineering

Trace Engineering has long been
an industry leader in the area of
solar electric controls. All Trace
charge controllers feature over
current protection, reverse polarity
protection and lightning protection.
Trace Engineering’s latest charge
controllers bring inexpensive
microprocessor control to solar,
wind and hydroelectric systems.

C12

The most advanced small system controller available. This unit will function as
a PV load controller and a load controller and an automatic lighting controller!
When wired properly, it will regulate up to 12 A of solar charge current, disconnect
specic loads when the battery reaches an adjustable set point. In addition, it will
control lighting – adjustable from 2 to 8 hours run time or dusk until dawn operation.
If a low voltage condition exists, the lighting will turn off.

C35 / 40 / C60

The long-standing mainstay of the Trace controller lineup, this controller
has exceptional versatility. Can operate as a battery charge controller or
a load controller or a diversion controller. Optional digital remote control
(C40DVM) - see page 50.

TC60

A high current charge controller with an integrated 60A breaker. Can operate as a
battery charge controller or a load controller or a diversion controller.
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Charge Controller Products
Morningstar

Morningstar, based in Pennsylvania has
been manufacturing high quality solar charge
controllers since 1983. Manufacturing takes
place in their ISO 9002 certied facilities
located in the US and Singapore.

Sunguard

The most advanced single panel controller
available! Featuring the same advanced
PWM circuitry as found in the SunSaver
line up. The entire circuit is encapsulated
in epoxy and is housed in a two square
inch case with integrated leads. The most
economical controller we carry!

SunSaver

Field proven reliability in this economical,
fully featured, epoxy encapsulated controller.
Controls from 6 to 20A, with non-adjustable
low voltage disconnect, ve year warranty.
UL listed for installation in hazardous
locations.

ProStar

The top end controller from Morningstar,
features automatic voltage selection,
temperature compensation, selectable
battery type, low voltage disconnect with a
manual disconnect switch and extremely
low failure rate. Its ideal for unattended
operation. Multiple ProStars can be wired
in parallel to increase controller capacity as
your needs grow.
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Solar Commander

Designed for use in RV applications and smaller systems,
these controllers integrate modern PWM controller electronics
with an attractive all in one unit. It is designed to be
ush mounted in a convenient location to allow viewing
of battery voltage and charge current. Options include
dual battery monitoring, and remote current up to 500A
with optional shunt.

Meters
Having a reliable “fuel gauge” for your Ammeter
alternative energy system is essential. A
If you want to see how much power you are
renewable energy system requires some
producing or using, you need an ampere meter
maintenance and an awareness of energy
to measure current. Ammeters display the
use and conservation for it to operate most
current owing in a circuit. An ammeter allows
effectively. Knowing the status of the batteries
you to monitor the performance of your charging
and charging system allows you to spot trends
equipment and to measure the power consumed
and problems before damage occurs.
by various loads. It is also useful in tracking
down “phantom loads” (see page 54).

Types of Meters

Various types of meters are used to monitor Amp / Hour Meter
battery systems. Some combine several
Amp / hour (a/h) meters work like a utility
meter functions in one unit. Battery system
kWh meter. In a battery system, amp / hours
monitors should be located where they can
are a simpler measure of energy than kilowatt
be regularly observed (not in the basement
hours. An a/h meter measures the amperes
or battery shed). Some of the controllers
owing into or out of the battery and integrates
in the previous section include or have
this with time. They indicate the battery state
optional remote monitors and are a good
of charge by displaying the net remaining
investment.
energy stored in the battery. An a/h meter is
the most accurate method of recording your
battery state of charge. Because the electricity
Volt Meter
remaining in your batteries varies with the
The most important meter in your system
speed at which they are discharged true a/h
is a volt meter. This allows you to see, at a
meters must be smarter than those that just
glance, the approximate state of charge of
cumulate as like a conventional household
your batteries. It also veries the presence
meter that the power company reads. Modern
of electrical power in a circuit. When trouble
a/h meters have sophisticated circuitry which
shooting a battery system, a voltmeter
calculates the true power removed by the
is very useful.
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Meters
batteries by factoring in the size of the load,
the duration of the load, and the type of
battery. See the capacity section on page 28
for more explanation.

Shunts

Shunts are used to measure current. They are
accurate, very low resistance resistors. They
are connected in series in the circuit in which
you wish to measure current. A millivolt meter
connected across the terminals of a shunt will

accurately reect the current owing through
that shunt since the voltage drop across the
shunt is directly proportional to the current.
Shunts are usually installed in the negative
wire to prevent accidental shorts with grounded
enclosures.

Meter Products
Emico Analogue Amp Meters

These are inexpensive amp meters. They have 2 1/2 inch square faces and are
95% accurate. They come with an integral shunt and are ready to install. They
are useful for basic monitoring of charging sources. Available in 10 amp, 20 amp,
30 amp and 50 amp full scale.

TriMetric Battery Monitor

This meter is a sophisticated amp / hour meter that also displays system voltage
and charge or load amps with the push of a button. Seven other data monitoring
functions provide information on battery efciency, battery life, minimum battery
voltage, maximum battery voltage and more. This data and the user programmed
set points are stored even when disconnected from the battery. Easily installed in a
standard double gang switch box this meter may be located hundreds of feet from
your battery. The TriMetric draws only 32 milliamps (16 mA with the bright LED display
turned off). The Trimetric requires a 200 or 500 A shunt, and shielded wire.

Trace Meter 500

The Trace Meter is both an energy supply fuel gauge and a sophisticated energy
storage computer that records essential system data. This meter offers the following
functionality: battery voltage, net battery current (uses an included 500 A shunt), battery
charge level in percent, amp hours removed over the lifespan of the battery bank, days
since the battery was fully charged, highest and lowest battery voltage. Suitable for
12, 24 or 48 volt systems (48 volt requires optional adapter).

Trace C40 DVM

This optional remote for the C40 controller allows monitoring of battery voltage, DC amperage,
cumulative amp / hours and amp / hours since last reset. Mounts on the front of the C40 or up
to 100 feet (30 meters) from the unit with simple plug in connectors.
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Balance of system
The Balance of System (BOS) components tie Over current Protection
the major components of a renewable energy
Damage to electrical systems is caused by
system together and are the most critical for a
excessive current in wires and other conductors.
safe, reliable installation. A properly installed
Overloads and short circuits are over current
power distribution network will shut itself
conditions that can damage your system. Fuses
down automatically if any part of the system
and circuit breakers are designed to eliminate
fails. Taking the time to install the proper
or control overloads and short circuits. Overload
wire, switches, fuses, circuit breakers and
protection may have a time delay to allow
grounding will prevent res, injuries and most
large motors to start. Short circuit protection
equipment damage.
acts very rapidly.

Canadian Electrical Code (CEC)

In Canada, all electrical systems are covered by
either municipal or provincial electrical
codes that are based on the
Canadian Electrical Code.
This includes low voltage DC
systems, batteries, inverters and
photovoltaic modules.

Conductor Size and
Insulation.

Wire and cable sizes are
determined by the ampacity
of the conductor or the voltage
drop of the conductor.

Ampacity

Any given size and type of
wire can only carry a certain
amount of current; this is called
its ampacity rating. If a wire
carries current beyond it’s rating,
the wire may heat up and cause a re.

Voltage Drop

Overload

An overload occurs when too much current
ows through a wire as the result of a load.
This will happen when too many
appliances are connected to the
same circuit. The excessive current
will cause the wire to overheat. All
wiring must be protected by using
properly sized fuses or circuit
breakers.

Short Circuit

The greatest hazard in an
independent power system is a
short circuit from the batteries. A
short occurs when a bare negative
conductor encounters a bare
positive conductor. During a short
circuit a single pair of Alco 2200
batteries could supply 6000 to
8000 amps. This is enough to melt
battery terminals, cables and
connectors. Short circuit protection must
be provided for all components connected
to the battery.

Wire creates a resistance to current ow. This
resistance causes a voltage drop along the wire, Amps Interrupt Capacity (AIC)
The highest current a short circuit protection
reducing the amount of power being delivered.
device can interrupt safely without the
Every watt produced in a renewable energy
possibility of rupturing is called its Amps
system is precious and it is important to keep
Interrupt Capacity (AIC). If a fuse ruptures
the voltage drop as low as possible. The CEC
while trying to stop a short, it may cause
states that wires must be large enough so that a
further shorts or even res.
3% voltage drop is not exceeded in distribution
circuits and less than a 5% voltage drop occurs
Disconnects
in the entire system.
Switches allow manual shut down of a system
for maintenance or repair. Independent power
Insulation
systems often have at least two sources of
Different wires and cables are intended for
power and care must be taken to ensure all
specific uses depending on the insulation
power sources are disconnected before working
or jacket protecting it. Temperature rating,
on the equipment. The CEC requires that each
sunlight resistance, water resistance and abrasion
power source have a disconnect switch and the
resistance are some of the criteria dictating the
switches should be grouped together.
correct wire or cable type to use.
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Switches are also used to isolate components Listed and Properly Rated Equipment
(including fuses) from power sources. If a
In Canada all electrical installations must use
fuse or other component is between two
components approved by the CSA or listed by
power sources there must be a switch on
one of several listing agencies (Warnock Hersey,
either side of it to allow for safe removal
UL Canada). This approval corresponds to the
and replacement.
way in which the component is being used.
Fuses, breakers and switches have distinct
ratings for DC and AC applications.

Balance of System Products
Wire

Wire is used to connect charging sources such as solar modules, wind turbines and hydro generators to
your batteries. Solar module interconnects are used to join individual modules together in an array.
They come with water tight connectors and #10 wire. There is a myriad of wire types available
depending on your requirements. We recommend the use of high-quality, outdoor rated, UV protected
wire for connection of charging sources. Please give us a call and we will be happy to recommend
the appropriate wire for your application.

Battery Interconnects

Battery interconnects allow you to connect your batteries in series or parallel with heavy duty soldered
and crimped terminal lugs. Also known as welding cable.

Inverter Cables

Inverter cables can handle very large currents. Our heavy duty 2/0 and 4/0 cables are colour coded and
come with terminal lugs. Available in 5 or 10 foot (1.5 or 3 meter) lengths.

Conduit and Junction Boxes

Some jurisdictions in Canada may require your battery cables to be in conduit. The SWCB and DRCB (see
inverter options on page 26 for details) t on the AC or DC end of the DR and SW series trace inverters. Two
inch exible conduit is used to carry the cables from the battery to the DC Disconnect.

DCBB Bonding Block

A negative / ground bonding block with provision for four
4/0 cables, two 1/0, two #2 AWG, two #4 AWG. It allows you
to use your DC disconnect as the main junction box for all
charging and load circuits.
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Balance of System Products
Trace Engineering

Trace Power Panel Systems and Power Module Systems are fully engineered, professionally
assembled balance of system packages. They enable easy code compliance as they are factory
built and tested by Trace.

Power Panel Systems

The Trace Power Panel is intended to simplify the installation of renewable energy systems
with backup generators and inverters. All the required breakers, safety disconnects, conduit
and wiring are mounted on a rigid backplate. Installation time is reduced and the entire panel
is ETL (C) approved in Canada.

Features

• Powder coated steel back plate complete with CEC required AC and
DC over current protection and disconnects. Just connect to the
battery and AC loads and your system is operational.
• Single or dual C40 charge controllers can be used with solar,
wind or hydro DC charging sources. A 60 amp disconnect is
included for each controller.
• A 60 amp AC system bypass allows servicing or removal
of the inverter while keeping AC loads connected to the
generator or utility grid.
• Optional non-metallic shipping enclosure which doubles as
a battery enclosure.
• Flexible conduit for connection of the system to the battery
enclosure.

Power Module Systems

The Power Module is designed to permit seamless integration of the many components in a renewable
energy installation or back up power supply. Aimed at meeting a broad range of applications, the modular
design facilitates installation while permitting maximum exibility.
Power Modules isolate components, wiring and safety circuitry in a lockable cabinet. Cabinets
may be connected in stacks up to four high. Electronics, sealed batteries and non-sealed batteries
may be housed in each stack.
Modular design allows eld upgrades and expansion of the system as needed. Individual modules can be
shipped via Canada Post and are easily moved and assembled by one or two people.

Features

• Powder coated steel cabinet and stainless steel mounting
hardware resists corrosion.
• Removable door and top panels for easy eld installation
and maintenance.
• Louvered door design for maximum ventilation.
• Optional feet for permanent mounting.
• Waterproof, lockable covers for circuit breaker security.
• Interchangeable modules for a variety of congurations up
to four modules high.
• Includes all disconnects, circuit breakers and wiring to
conform to the electrical code.
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Lighting
The ability to have bright, reliable light at any
time is often the largest benet of a battery
powered alternative energy system. There is no
longer any reason to have to tolerate candles
or smelly, dangerous and expensive kerosene
xtures. Propane lighting may seem like a
good option, but after a few days of their loud
noises and glaring light, silent battery powered
lights seem like a dream come true! In many
renewable energy systems lighting is the rst
or second largest entry in the energy budget.
Replacing standard incandescent lights with
Compact uorescents (CFLs) can reduce the
energy consumed by as much as 75% with no
reduction in light quality.

Efciency Tips

Lights used more often have the opportunity
to save the most energy. Put the most efcient
lights in main rooms, desk lights, the kitchen
and the dining room. Task specic lighting is a
more efcient way of using lights. By illuminating
a specic area rather than the whole room a
much smaller light may be used.

DC vs AC?

loads. DC lighting is more efcient and does not
require the use of an inverter. The xtures in
general are more expensive than the AC ones,
because of the economies of scale. Automotive
tail-light bulbs, commonly used in boats and
RV’s are incredibly inefcient as are standard
12V incandescent bulbs which are found in
marine stores. Be wary of the low initial price
tag The additional solar panels required to
operate these heaters that are used as a light
bulb will make the higher up front costs of the
efcient lights seem more reasonable.

If your building is already wired for AC
electricity, it is often the simplest to install an
inverter and use efcient AC lighting. A word
of caution, large inverters are not as efcient
when running tiny loads, such as a few lights.
It may be benecial to have a small inverter
such as a Statpower dedicated to your lighting Compact Fluorescents (CFL)
Photovoltaics convert approximately 15% of the
sun’s energy into electricity. Incandescent light
bulbs convert only 5% of that electricity back
into light (the rest becomes heat). Compact
uorescent tubes are four times more efcient.
They produce less heat and more light.
A 20 watt CFL equals a 75 watt incandescent
in light quality and brightness. The extra cost
of these lamps is much less than the extra solar
modules required to run ordinary incandescent
bulbs. The objectionable blue glaring light and
annoying icker associated with uorescent
tubes is not a problem with modern CFL
tubes. All our compact uorescents produce a
warm light and the modern electronic ballasts
produce no icker.
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Lighting Products
DC Compact Fluorescents (CFLs)

DC compact uorescent xtures are available in a few styles
to suit your application. You can order them in kit form (great
for retrotting xtures), or as an integrated product that
screws into a conventional light socket. Be certain to label
the socket as DC and ensure that you do not install a DC
xture into an AC socket!

Quartz Halogens (QH)

Quartz halogens operate at a higher temperature than conventional incandescent
bulbs. A QH bulb is about 30% brighter than an ordinary 120 volt incandescent,
and bulb life is about twice as long. Some prefer the clear white light
produced by QH bulbs for working and reading. The QH bulbs are a tungsten
lament quartz halogen bulb with frosted globe around it. They resemble
conventional light bulbs and have an edison base. Available in 10, 20 &
35 watt sizes, 12 or 24 VDC.

AC Compact Fluorescents - Panasonic

Replacing your
75 watt
incandescent
xture with a
20W compact
uorescent can
save you $17 per
year in hydro
costs.

AC compact uorescent tubes are lower cost than DC CFLs and also come in
a greater variety of shapes and sizes. In small cottages the cost of a small 150
watt inverter to operate AC lights may be offset by the lower cost of the lights
themselves. All of our AC compact uorescents have an integral ballast and an
edison base. Available as a bare bulb or with a globe in multiple wattages. We
Think of the
evaluated many of the AC CFL xtures available on the market, and decided on the Panasonic units as
global energy
the best all-round unit. They produce a full spectrum light, start without icker
savings that
in temperatures as cold as -22. Available in 15, 20, 28W sizes to replace a 60,
would be realized
75 or 100W incandescent xture. Optional reector allows light to be directed to
if every home
work area. If you were to replace a 75 W incandescent xture with a 20W
and business
CFL xture, and use it for 10 hours per day, it will save you $17 in hydro
replaced their
costs per year! Think of what would happen if each household replaced
inefcient lights
two xtures with CFLs. Also available in a dimmable version - works with
with compact
your existing dimmer switches.
uorsecent
xtures!

LED Lighting

LED technology is the lighting of the future, using only a fraction of the energy consumed by even an efcient
uorescent xture! Combine this with the fact that they have an extremely long lifespan, 200,000 hours
plus (that’s 40 years of constant use) you end up with a product with an extremely low cost of ownership.
We are already seeing installations of LED xtures in modern buildings.
The most common application is the lowly exit sign. Look around, exit signs are everywhere.
An older style exit sign will cost the owner $20 per year in electricity, using 1000 kW/h. In
addition, the bulbs must be changed yearly, which in larger buildings with 100’s of fixtures is
a signicant recurring expenditure.
These signs can be retrotted with a new style LED bulb that
is easily installed as part of the new maintenance procedure.
As the individual xtures require bulb replacement, they
are replaced with LED fixtures. Installation is as simple
as changing a light bulb.
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Water Pumping
Many remote homes do not have gravity feed or
more readily available.
city water available and must use some other
form of water pumping. There are a myriad Submersible Pumps
of solar water pumping options available for
If you are pumping from a deep well, the
any application.
ideal pump is a submersible that is located
near the bottom of your well. These pumps
Solar pumps are unique in electrical and
are capable of pumping from wells as deep
mechanical design. The most efcient pumps
as 800 feet.
are positive displacement pumps. This design
pumps a xed volume of water with each rotation Surface Pumps
of the motor. If the sun is not out in full the
Surface pumps are less expensive than
pump will turn slower and therefore pump less
submersibles. These units are not submersible
water, but it will continue pumping.
and need to be protected from exposure to water
and the elements. They can
Conventional AC pumps are
draw water from a shallow
typically centrifugal pumps
well, spring, pond, river or tank
that turn at high speeds to
and push it uphill through long
pump as many gallons per
pipelines to ll a storage tank
minute as possible. They
or to pressurize it.
consume drastically more power
to do this. Their efciency is
Pressurization
very poor at low speeds and
The use of an accumulator tank
when pumping against high
allows for city-style pressurized
pressure.
water that is available on
demand. This allows the use of
No matter which pump style
multiple xtures at the same
you decide on, all water pumps
time while maintaining usable
are better able to push water
pressure. Accumulator tanks
than pull. This necessitates
also extend the life of pressure
locating the pump at the
pumps allowing them to run
lowest point in relation to
for several minutes at a time
your source.
to pressurize the tank instead of the rapid on-off
that is characteristic of so many water systems
PV Direct
that are found in boats and RV’s.
This type of water pumping is about as simple
as it can get. A solar panel coupled directly Sizing
to a DC water pump, without any batteries
In order to properly size a solar water pumping
or inverters in between. When it’s sunny,
system, careful planning must be adhered to.
water is pumped. These are commonly used
It is difcult to accurately rate a pump as the
in agricultural applications such as irrigation
harder a pump has to work (the higher it has
or livestock. Farmers around the world are
to push water or the higher the pressure) the
switching to solar stock watering and drip
more current it will draw. In a system with
irrigation due to its simplicity.
an accumulator tank, the pump will often be
drawing 3 times the current towards the end of
Battery Powered
the pressurization cycle. We would be pleased to
Often residential needs include the ability to
assist in designing a water pumping system for
supply water under pressure on demand. Storage
you. Please call for more information.
batteries are required for this application
because the pump needs to run on demand,
not just when there is sunshine available.
DC pumps are more efcient than AC pumps,
but AC pumps may be less expensive and are

.
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Water Pumping
Surface pumps
Flojet

The Flojet 4300 Quad pump was designed to supply household water
pressure on large boats. This is a positive displacement diaphragm pump.
It includes a 45 PSI pressure switch and ttings for either 3/4“ plastic pipe
or garden hose. Includes strainer.

Flowlight

The owlight booster pump is a rotary vane pump used for pressurizing water
systems. It is manufactured with a forged brass body and graphite and
stainless steel working parts to ensure a long life. Uses less electricity than
an AC jet pump running through an inverter. This unit cannot be run
dry and will be damaged by rusty or dirty water. Requires a 40 gallon
(151 liter) pressure tank. Image shown with optional installation kit
that includes all the ttings required for a professional installation.
Available in 12 or 24 VDC.

Solar Force™

This double action piston pump is designed for high volume and energy
efciency. It will deliver between 3.5 and 9.3 gallons (13 - 35 liters) per minute.
Typical uses include domestic or irrigation pressurization. This unit is dirt-tolerant,
very long lasting and reliable. It can be rebuilt easily in the eld. Available in
12 to 48 VDC as well as 120 VAC congurations.

Dankoff Solar Slowpump™

Developed in 1983 as the world’s rst commercially available low power
solar pump with thousands of them in service worldwide. It can pump
water as high as 450 feet (137 meters) and can supply between 200
and 2600 gallons (760 - 9840 liters) per day. This positive displacement
vane pump is housed in forged brass and requires a lter. Wearable
parts typically last 5-10 years and the overall life expectancy is
15 to 20 years.

Sunmotor Floating Pumps

These pumps are designed to oat in a pond or a lake and be powered direct
by solar panels and are suitable for continuous duty. Commonly used to water
livestock without letting them into the waterway. Available in 5, 10 and 20 gallons
(19, 38, 76 liters) per minute congurations, 12 VDC.
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Water Pumping
Submersible Pumps
Shurflo 9300

This pump will deliver up to 1000 gallons (3785 liters)
per day from shallow wells and will pump as high as
230 feet (70 meters). It comes complete with a water
tight quick disconnect electrical connection that does
not require splicing. Housed entirely in plastic and is
able to run dry without damage. It can be run PV direct
or from batteries. Field replaceable parts. Optional pump
controller for use on PV direct applications.

SunRise® Submersible Water Pump

Designed to pump from wells as deep as 600 feet (200 meters)
using power from the sun. This unit will supply as much as 3000
gallons (11 000 liters) per day. Features all metal construction
with a 5 to 10 year maintenance interval. Will tolerate silty water
and can run dry without damage. This pump uses a patented
sealed piston mechanism that uses less that 300 watts of
power. This allows the unit to pump at low speeds when
the sunlight is weak. The optional controller allows
the pump to work without batteries and includes a
remote oat switch.

Sun Selector LCB

Linear Current Boosters (LCBs) greatly improve the performance of pumps, fans
and other motorized loads that are operated directly from solar panels. They do this
by converting excess voltage into useable current and are essential
for PV direct applications. They can increase the total daily output of a
pump by 40% or more. Available in 3, 7 and 20 amp sizes. High voltage
units are also available.

Sun Selector WLS

A Water Level Sensor (WLS) are an essential part of most water pumping systems. They connect to
a LCB (above) that has a remote option. This unit will start or stop a pump,
depending on how it is congured. An example of operation would have a
sensor at the top of the cistern that shuts down the pump when it is full.
Conversely, it can be congured to turn a pump on when the cistern level is
low. A WLS can be hundreds of feet away from the pump as information is
transmitted in inexpensive telephone wire.
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Refrigeration
Refrigeration is often the largest load in
an alternate energy system. Fortunately,
for those with PV systems, the need for
refrigeration is greatest during the sunniest
portion of the year.
While placing your fridge in the kitchen may be
convenient, energy consumption can be reduced
by placing your fridge or freezer in a cooler

location and taking advantage of seasonal
temperature changes.
It is important to note that the nominal size
of a refrigerator is about ten percent greater
than the actual usable storage space. All the
dimensions given below indicate the actual
usable storage space.

Refrigeration Products
Nova Kool

Nova Kool offers a great line of smaller DC fridges that are designed for the marine and RV market,
but are suited to smaller kitchens that do not have the space for a full-sized unit. We have only listed
a few models here, please contact us if you require information on the different sized units. Nova Kool
products have a ve year limited warranty.

R3800

The R3800 is designed for marine or RV use and consumes a modest
39 amp / hours per day at 12 volts. With a capacity of 3.4 cubic feet
(96 liters). Adding two inches of exterior foam insulation can reduce
energy consumption to 19 amp / hours per day.

F3800

The F3800 is much the same as the R3800 but was designed to operate
only as a freezer. It can be used as a refrigerator but contains no ice
box. When running as a fridge it uses 15% less power than the R3800.

LT 200F

The LT 200F is an easy to install kit for converting an existing ice box,
freezer or custom made insulated box into an energy-efcient DC
fridge or freezer. This product is ideal for boats or RVs.
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Refrigeration Products
ConServ (formerly Vestfrost)

ConServ refrigerators and freezers offer super energy efcient, CFC-free operation
in a uniquely designed package. Each unit is built with all recyclable parts by the
largest manufacturer of refrigerators and freezers in Scandinavia, ISO certied
Vestfrost. We have been selling this product line for over ten years now and
are impressed by its reliability and the positive customer feedback. Vestfrost
products have a one year warranty.

ConServ SKF375

According to statistics, refrigeration accounts for upwards of 25% of a
household’s electrical consumption. This unit consumes an average
of 800 watt / hours per day, roughly half of a typical “efcient” North
American model. With its stylish European design the SKF375 is a
beautiful addition to any kitchen. The fresh food section is located
at waist level, with the freezer on the bottom. The condenser and
cooling tubes are built into the walls of the unit with the back sealed
to keep dust out of the working parts. This unit has separate compressors for the fridge
and freezer sections (drawing a mere 100 watts each), giving you total control of each
section. The unit operates incredibly quietly due to the sealed design of the compressors.
Shorter folks will need a stool to reach the top shelf and the thermostat controls. These are
popular units and we maintain stock for immediate delivery.

ConServ SE215

The Vestfrost SE215 is a 7.5 cubic foot (213 litre) chest freezer that uses
as little as 540 watt / hours per day, which is far less than the average
chest freezer. It features a counterbalanced PVC laminated steel lid, water
drain for defrosting, lock, interior light, two internal baskets. Operates
on 120 VAC power, 240 watts. These are popular units and we maintain
stock for immediate delivery.
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Refrigeration Products
Sun Frost

Sunfrost refrigerators are the most energy efcient refrigerators
in the world. Typical energy consumption is reduced by a factor
of ve compared with conventional refrigerators! Sun Frost
refrigerators keep food fresh longer by maintaining a high humidity,
which helps prevent freezer burn and wilting caused by water loss
in foods. In a conventional unit, water from food is transformed into
ice on the cooling coils. The mainstream approach to this has been
to create an energy wasting defrost cycle, and believe it or not, the
use of heating elements inside the cooling section.
The Sunfrost refrigerator employs an array of design innovations
to achieve its exceptionally low energy consumption. The
cooling system is on top of
the refrigerator which allows
the condenser to run cooler.
The insulation is 2.5 to 4.5
inches (6.4 to 11.4 cm) of
polyurethane foam with no metal supports to act as thermal bridges.
The smaller compressor not only uses less energy but is significantly
quieter than conventional fridges.
These units are available by special order only. Each unit is custom-built
for you according to your specifications. Options available
include custom colored doors, wooden veneer or unfinished
so that you can customize it to your kitchen decor. Available in
12 or 24 VDC or 120 VAC. Time of delivery will vary according
to the workload at the factory.
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Sanitation
We are pleased to offer compost toilets as part of our line up. These units convert human waste into
compost that is usable in gardens, lawns, etc. Contrary to popular belief, a correctly installed unit will
have no odour at all. There are both electric and non-electric versions available, but due to the high
energy consumption of the heater element, the electric versions are not suitable for most off the grid
installations. Two distinct designs are available - self-contained units such as the Excel and remote units
such as the Centrex. Centrex units have a remote low-ush toilet and can accommodate up to three xtures
that feed into the compost unit located below the oor. We have a 24 page full color brochure available for
the entire sun-mar line. Give us a call and we will send one to you. All sun-mar products carry a 25 year
warranty on the berglass body and a three year parts replacement warranty.

Sun-Mar

Sun-Mar has been manufacturing composting toilets for over 30 years in their Burlington, Ontario plant. In
January they suffered a terrible re due to a static electricity spark that ignited a small container of acetone.
This destroyed most of their plant, and seriously injured one of their staff. They are now back in full operation.
These are a special order item due to the variety of models available.

Self-Contained Units - Excel NE

Long considered the standard in compost toilet performance, this is the most
popular self-contained model for residential use. Completely re-designed in 1998.
This unit is specically designed to operate without the use of electricity. Odorless
operation is achieved by a 4” vent mounted at the top rear of the unit which acts
like a chimney. For best operation, this vent should be as near vertical as possible.
An optional 12 V fan is a good idea of you expect heavy use or are in a location
that is subject to downdrafts. There is a 1” drain at the rear of the unit which should
be connected to a pipe that drains into an approved septic eld. Rated for 2 to 3
users continuous, 5 to 7 users part time.

Ecolet Mobile

This unit is designed for installation in RV’s or boats. It is available in a straight or
sloped back (designed to t the contours of a boat hull). This allows you to do away
with the issues of pumping sewage into our already threatened waterways and the
hassle and expense of pump out stations. Not to mention two less holes in the bottom
of your boat that are required for a standard marine toilet. These units are designed with
mounting brackets to securely hold it in place when the vehicle is in motion and sealed
trays prevent material from leaking out when in rough seas. When compared to the expense
of installing a holding tank, these units are a great option.

Centrex

Designed to be mounted below the oor, these units allow for more
discreet installation. Up to 3 low-ush xtures can be installed
in various locations in your dwelling and all feed into the central
composting unit. Designed for 4 to 7 users full time, 8 to 10
users part time. These units have an empty heater base that
can be connected to an alternative source of heat such as
hot water or dump load.
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Books & Tutorials
The Canadian Renewable Energy Guide, Second Edition
The denitive book on the state of renewable energy in Canada. Dozens
of case studies for sites all over Canada and the World. This edition,
updated in 1999 features excerpts of from the system design section
of the Energy Alternatives catalogue, as well as numerous references
to EA. 228 pages of in-depth information on the state of renewables.

Wiring 12 Volts for Ample Power
Though of by many as the Bible of proper electrical systems.
This book will walk you through all aspects of wiring a 12 volt system. Used by boaters, RV
owners and remote home builders. Step-by-step instructions lled with useful diagrams for
installation and diagnosis of all sorts of electrical scenarios.

The New Solar Electric Home

This book covers planning, installation and maintenance of solar-electric systems. There is detailed
information on components, wiring, testing, safety codes, sizing and real-world examples of systems.
There is also a short course on electricity fundamentals.

Wind power for Home and Business

This book is a complete reference on wind energy. Includes theory, different styles of wind
generators, site evaluation and installation.

Stormy Weather - 101 Solutions to global climate change

“A fabulous book. Everybody talks about the climate, but nobody does anything about it. Now
they can. Stormy Weather provides a sweeping vision of the issues, and comprehensive practical
solutions. A must read for anyone who wants a cleaner, healthier planet.” James Hansen, Director,
NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies
The 288-page book has been designed as a series of self-contained 2-page units, each of which describes
the issue, offers solutions based on the best practices, and includes a listing of web-based resources,
an illustration, and other material. (1,300 web resources in all)
• 10 Solutions for Individuals
• 10 Solutions for Citizens Organizations
• 10 Solutions for Cities, Towns and Counties
• 10 Solutions for Businesses and Organizations
• 15 Solutions for Energy Companies
• 5 Solutions for Auto Companies
• 10 Solutions for States and Provinces
• 10 Solutions for National Governments
• 10 Solutions for Developing Nations
• 10 Global Solutions
• 1 Solution for All of Us
Based on the urgent need to prevent climate change from entering the runaway phase, when the
melting ice, drying rainforests and warming oceans join the thawing permafrost in contributing
to the process, with almost unthinkable results, the authors have worked with a goal of an
80% reduction in emissions by 2025.
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Average Bright Sunshine Hours
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Wire Sizing Chart
Proper wire sizing is essential for several reasons. For safety, if a wire is overloaded it may
overheat and result in re. If wire is undersized, it will result in voltage loss, which means your
system will not be performing as its peak.
Use this chart to determine the proper wiring size for your application. These gures are for a 2%
voltage drop, which is suitable for connections from charging source (solar, wind) to batteries. Loads
(such as lights) can be sized for a 5% drop. These measurements are in feet.
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Shipping and Ordering
We may be reached by phone ve days a week
from 9:00 am to 6:00 pm Pacic time zone.
If we are out of the ofce or unable to take
your call, please leave a message. We will
return all calls.

Placing an order

Greyhound, Purolator and UPS are also
options. We will suggest the best method of
shipping and calculate the rates when you
place your order.
If you live in an obscure place please let us in
on the secrets of how freight gets to you when
you place an order. The name of a local shipper
of your choice and their telephone number and
address would be appreciated.

You may place orders by telephone, fax , E-mail
or “snail mail”. When you are ordering by
mail or E-mail please include a telephone or
radiophone number where you can be reached.
If we have any questions regarding your order Returns
Our goal is 100% satisfaction. You may return
we will phone you. If you don’t have a phone
any product (except special order items) within
we will write to you.
three weeks of purchase for replacement,
exchange or credit. All returned items must be
Method of Payment
in new condition and in their original packaging.
We accept personal cheques, money orders
You are responsible for freight and insurance
VISA, Mastercard and Interac. We ship orders
on all returned goods. Please contact us ahead
as soon as the cheque you send us clears the
of time to arrange for a Return Materials
bank. Credit card and COD orders receive
Authorization (RMA) number. Please note
same day service. COD orders have extra
that special order items will incur a 20%
service charges. Full payment must accompany
restocking fee.
all orders.

Taxes

The Canadian government currently has a
confusing tax policy for renewables. If you
purchase a ‘system’, most componets are exempt
from PST. If you buy a solar panel or inverter
on it’s own, it’s taxable. When ordered as part
of a renewable energy system, all balance of
system components except batteries are also
PST exempt. Books are PST exempt. All items
are subject to GST. GST applies to all shipping
and freight charges.

Pricing Policy

We reserve the right to change our prices without
notice at anytime. Many of our products are
imported from the United States and are affected
by uctuations in the Canadian dollar.

Shipping

Canada Post continues to be the most reliable,
inexpensive means of shipping items that
are under 66 pounds (30 kg). Options such as
Priority Courier and Xpresspost are available
if you require your shipment quickly. All
shipments include insurance.
Large items such as refrigerators and hazardous
materials (batteries) are shipped via Canadian
Freightways. They offer excellent service to just
about anywhere for a reasonable price. Please
contact us for a quotation.
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Warranty Service

You have the option of obtaining warranty
service directly from the manufacturer or
through us. Items requiring warranty service
may be sent to us freight prepaid. We will
deal with the manufacturer on your behalf
and ensure the product is returned to you in
operable condition. Before returning a product
to us you must contact us and obtain an RMA
number. You will be asked for the serial number
of the product and a copy of the original
invoice. All shipping charges are the customers
responsibility. The Canadian government
charges duty on the value of warranty services
that take place after the product is six months
old. You may be billed for any duty charges
if the product needs to be shipped across
the boarder

Stocking

We stock most items listed in this catalogue.
However, an item may be out of stock or back
ordered when you place your order. If we can
not ship your entire order, we will ship you
the items that are in stock and the remaining
order will be shipped as soon as possible. If any
order is going to be held up more than two weeks
we will notify you by mail or phone. Please
expect a six to eight week wait for non-stock
items and special orders.
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